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EXECUTIVE ST,lMMARY 

This paper examines the dynamic role played by micro and small enterprises (MSEs) in the 
development process. Based on surveys and sudies in a number of countries of Africa and Latin America, 
it presents new findings on MSE growth patterns. Many of these frndmgs have important implications for 
the design and implementation of program to support the development of such enterprises. CentraI points 
highlighted in the paper hclirlde the following. 

First, there is much turbulence arnong MSEs: many new enterprises are started each year. while 
many others cease operating. The rate at which new MSEs are being created typically exceeds 20% per 
year, a rate much higher &an previously thought. The annual closure rate is also high, with most closures 
occurring within the first three years after start-up. Not all closures, however, are a result of business 
failures. 

Second, among those MSEs that do survive, most do not grow. Only abo~ t  a quarter of all new 
MSEs increase their work force, and most of these add ody a few workers. Yet adding even a few 
workers can contribute in important ways to employment, to increases in economic efficiency and to 
incame. Growing MSEs tend to be younger, to s m  smaller and to operate in dynamic sectors Iocated in 
urban comrnerciaI areas. 

Third, it is important to distinguish between those jobs arising from new starts and those that result 
from an expansion of existing enterprises. The former frequently reflect survival efforts by i n d i ~ i d d s  
with few options. Over the long tern, abour three quarters of MSE jobs come iuto existence through such 
new starts. Expansion jobs more frequently arise when entrepreneurs have identified profitable business 
apparrdties; the resulting jobs are more likely to endure, to yield greater economic efficiency and higher 

F o m ,  pattern of MSE growth are strongly influenced by the sta,e of the macro economy. When 
the economy is expanding, relatively more MSE jobs are created through expansion, whie the pressures 
to open more marginal, survival-rype new enterprises slackens. When the economy is contracting, by 
contrast, the opposite forces are at work re!ativeIy more survival-type new businesses appear, and fewer 
enterprises of any size are expanding. This means that broad-based macro policy reform aimed at creating 
a more dynamic economy czn be an effective vehicle for fostering more durable employment and higher 
incomes among RISES. Conversely, the absence of a dynamic overall economy constrains the kinds of 
programs that can be effective in promoting MSEs. 

Fifth, M S b  headed by f e d =  have different dynamic characteristics compared to h s e  operated 
by males. Female-headed enterprises are relatively more volatile. Not only are their new start and closure 
rates higher, but enterprises operated by women are more sensitive to both short and long nm changes in 
the macro economy. However, they are less like than their We-headed counterparts to expand. These 
characteristics musc be taken into account to ensure that female entrepreneurs are able to participate fully 
in the more dynamic aspects of MSE development. 

Sixth, there is substantial divers@ within the MSE wniverst. Four categories of MSEs seem to 
capme these differences: 1) new starts, where the entrepreneur is learnkg a range of new skills and where 
the initial objective is often primarily one of survival; 2) nun-growing MSEs, which have overcome the 
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perils of start-q but have not expanded; 3) s d l  growers, which have persisted and even grown in smalI 
amounts; and 4) graduates, MSEs that smed very smdI and have made a ;ramition to at Ieast the middle 
ranges of the small enterprise spectrum. These distinct categories of MSEs have different contributions 
to make to the d d  objectives of poverty alleviation and growth. Differences by category in needs and in 
constraints faced have important implications witb regard to the ty~ses of assistance programs that are most 
appropriate for each. 

Several key assistance impIications follow from this analysis. For new starts, given h e  already 
high rate of new ensan's and the conesponding high early failure rates, it m y  be prudent not to focus on 
assisting such enterprises, concentrating instead primarily on those that have managed to overcome the 
perils of the early stat-up phase. For nan-growing MSEs, intervention strategies for many survival 
activities might focus on either raising incomes without changing their employment size, or increasing the 
numbers of such MSEs that succeed in expmdiig. Micro credit programs can be quite effective in 
assisting such enterprises, partxcularly where the goal is to raise incomes. For small growers, for whom 
access to markets and to inputs are central problems, the simple provision of small amounts of credit will 
generally not suffice. For this group as well as for graduates, assistance needs are increasingly diverse. 
Cost-effective assistance programs that respond to this complexity will have to focus increasingly on 
enabling these enterprises to parkipate more fully in growing markets, encouraging them to specialize and 
strengthening their Iinks to dynamic segments of the market. 



Micro and small enterprises (MSEs) are a rnajor feature of the economic landscape in all 
developing countries today. The contribution of these enterprises to the creation of jobs and to the 
alleviation of poverty has been recognized by many third worla governments. They have been given 
prominence in many development plans as well ds in the strategies of many donors. 

In most developing countries, the contribution of micro and small enterprises to employment and 
income appears to have been increasing over time. To some observers, this is an encouraging sign: 
markets are working, people are finding opportunities to participate in ways that empower and nourish 
rnany people, particularly including those that are otherwise most disadvantaged. To others observers, 
however, this increase in the numbers of people engaged in micro and smalI enterprises is a sign of failure 
of the economy to provide productive jobs; people are forced to take refuge in activities &at provide only 
r n W ,  subsistence support. 

Sorting out these differences is of great hiportance to those who wish to address the problem of 
poverty in the developing world. h is important to understand the characteristics and patterns of changes 
that are - a g  place in the domain of micro and small enterprises, combining this with a vision of how 
things might develop better in the future in order to specify things that might be done ao help bring about 
that preferred outcome. 

An imporcarit part of this sorting out involves a better undemanding of the growth process among 
micro and small enterprises. Most past research in this area has been static in its orientation, providing 
a picture of how things look "today" (i.e. as of the time of the study). A comparis~a of such snap-shots 
for countries at different levels of development and with different policy settings, combined with historical 
data in a few countries (usually, today's kdustrkdized countries), has led to some important generalizations 
concerning patterns of growth among micro and s d l  enterprises. 

There is a major limitation, however, on these cross-sectiond and historical time series studies: 
their orientation has been, of necessity, almost entirely macroeconomic, focusing on the changing share 
in total output, income and employment of enterprises of different types anci sizes. While these studies 
have embled us to understand some important aspects of the evolving role of micro and small enterprises 
in the macro economy, they bave been able to shed much less light on the microecon~mics of change: 
patterns by which individual enterprises are started, evolve, and perhaps eventually go out of business. 

In the past five years, a number of new studies have been undertaken that have heIped to change 
that situation. These studies have used new survey techniques that make it possible to be more precise 
abu t  patterns of enterprise bhhs, survival, growth and closure. Among t?e data collection innovations 
have been the introduction of "closed" MSE surveys, continuous pae i  surveys, "tracer" studies of MSEs 
that had existed in the past, and modified baseline surveys that generated information concerning growth 
of the enterprise since its start-up. 



These new surveys, which were undertaken as pan of the GEMINI project supported by U.S. 
Agency for International Development and were under the overall supervision of staff from Michigan State 
University, have now been conducted in twelve countries. Comprehensive MSE growth dam were 
generated from six core countries: Botswana, Kenya, Malawi, Swaziland, Zimbabwe, and the Dominican 
Republic. In these countries, not only was a modified baseline survey administered nationwide, but at least 
one ocher dynamic survey was also administered. Less comprehensive information was generated in six 
other c o ~ e s ,  mostly funded by USAD through the GEMINI project: Jamaica, Lesotho, Niger, Nigeria, 
South Africa and Guinea. More details of the countries and su,rveys, which were administered to over 
65,000 MSEs, cau be found in the Appendix. 

These surveys provide rich new insights into patterns of enterprise dynamics at the level of the 
individual producing or trading unit. This smdy summarizes what has been learned from these studies. 

The universe of enterprises covered in these surveys includes all enterprises engaged in non- 
primary activities (i.e. excluding agriculture, forestry, hunting and fishing, mining and quarrying, but 
including the transformation, transport and marketing of primary products), where at least 50% of the 
output is sold (i-e. excludiing products made primarily for home 
consumption), mid engaging up to 50 workers (hcluding unpaid family members, working proprietors, 
apprentices and part-time workers). This means that our d e f ~ t i o n  of micro and small enterprises 
enwrnpasses esrabisheets consisting of one person weaving baskets for sale in the market; it also includes 
factories wih  forz~: ~r fifty workers. sing complex machinery. We refer to this total as Micrc and Smdl 
EnterpFises (MSEs). Far scme yuvoses, we focus on the smaller end of this range - those with ten or 
fewer workes-s - referred to as micraenterprises. 

A~ycxne working in the area of micro and small enterprises is conscious of the great heterogeneity 
of the miverse of small producers aad traders. A central theme of this study is the search for meaningful 
patterns of growth for different components of this universe. One of tfie great a d  as yet unresolved 
challenges fachg those seeking to understand this field is to 5nd the most meaningfirl way of classifying 
these eaerprises. Different analysts have focused on a variety of different defining characteristics: 
differences by size of the enterprise, by Imtiora, by gender of the entrepreneur, by sector, or by the degree 
to which $he enterprise obeys U I ~  hws and regulafiom of the country. 

Ow prihcipal. ef;fo&s ax categorization are presented in Chapter VI. In that Chapter, we suggest 
an approach based on the past history of the enterprise: its age and past growth experience. In particular, 
we propose a fow-way separation that includes new start-ups; enterprises that have been in existence for 
some time but have not grown in tenns of employment since they were established; enterprises that have 
grown since biah, but only in d I  amounts; and enterprises that have managed to graduate to the upper 
end of the small en~erprise range.' These different categories of micro and s d l  enterprises have Merent 
contributions to make to such goals as economic growth and mverty alleviation. Beyond &is, our research 

As indicated in the discussion of Chapter VI, for some purposes we find it helpful to group together the second 
and third of these categories ("no-growth" and "small gmwth* enterprises). With that mocliiication, our categorization 
is quire similar to that of the U. S. Agency for International Development, if1 heir new fornulation of strategies for 
sustainable developnexlf. h relation to microenterprise and smalI business development, they stare that their programs 
v r d l  "address three elements that are critical to broad-based economic growth and participation: removing obsracIes 
that impede the creation of new businesses that provide incomes; helping existing enterprises to expand; and 
supporting the transition of small businesses and microenterprises to the formal sectorn (USAID, 1994). Our 
fornulaion i~ Chaptex VI is quite similar to this t&ree-part focus. 



strongly suggests that different categories of enterprises f ~ c e  different problems and constraints, and car, 
best be helped by different types of interventions. 

A deeper understandhg of pasterns of growth among different categories of micro and small 
enterprises, the contributions that each can make to devciapmental objec,tives and the problems and 
c o n s ~ t s  faced by each, can enable decision-makers to reach more informed decisions as to appropriate 
groups on which to concentrate, as well as the kinds of assistance likely to be the most helpful to b t  
particular client group. It is our hope that the analysis presented here will contribute to that understanding. 

The presentation is organized as foIlows. Chapter II paints a brief static picfire of MSEs, setting 
the stage for the dynamic analysis that follows. A dynamic overview of MSEs is provided in Chapter 111, 
highlighting the turbulent process of MSE creation and closure as well as MSE expansion and contraction. 
Chapter N examines gender issues in more detail, followed by an exploration of the interreIationships 
between MSEs and the macroeconomy. Chapter VI explores the characteristics and assistance needs of 
different categories of MSEs. The concluding cha.pter provides a summary of findings and implications. 



THE STATIC W D  OF hfSEs 

This chapter presents a first look at the universe of micro and small enterprises (MSEs). The 
approach is static. It looks at questions of overall magnimde ansf enterprise size, of lacaxion and sector, 
of labor force and ownership. It also presents some infomatian on &e economic efficiency of eriterlprises 
of diffdrent sizes. 

The review makes clear that this is a sector made up of a very luge nullber af very s d l  
enterprises. Most operate in rural areas. While in m a t  cowtries the majority are engaged in trading, 
there are also significant numbers in manufacturing activities. In mast sountrles, the majority sf owners 
and workers are women, with m y  participating a:- unpaid family members. S m a r y  data Em six core 
countries - Botswana, Kenya, Malawi, Swaziland, Zimbabwe, and the Dominican Republic - along with 
Lesotho are presented in Table 2.1. The discussion here highlights some sf the key fmdings. 

I Tht: micro and mail enterprise! (MSE) sector is far larger than reported in most o f i d  statistics. 

Careful, house-to-house surveys of micro and small enterprises have found far more enterprises 
invoiving many more people than previous estimates Wed on official statistics, which often cover only 
registered firms. In nation-wide surveys, the share of households reporting that some member of the 
household operated a micro or smdI enterprise ranged fiom about 20% in Botswana to over 40% in 
Malawi and Kenya. Employment densities - the number of people engaged in MSE activities per 1,000 
persons in the population - ranged from 70-90 in Botswana, Kenya, Lesotho and Malawi to 110 or more 
ki Zmibabwe, Swaziland and the Dominican Republic. In six countries of Eastern and Southern Africa, 
estirmted emplo-pen1 in micro and smaIl enterprises is nearly twice the level of total employme~!f, in 
register&, large-scde enterprises and the pllbIic sector (LieEZroZm and Mead, 1994). Clearly, micro and 
small enterprises are a major source of livelihood for a significant proportion of the population in many 
devekpkg countries. 

I Most ~&Mties  categorized as micro and small enterprises are very small. 

hi most countries. he mjoriry of MSEs consist of one person working alone, If one defines the 
MSE univcrse as those firm with 1-50 workers, the upper end of the tail - those with 10-50 workers - 
constitute less than 2% of the businesses in virtually dl the African countries. Only iu the Dominican 
Republic were here significantly larger numbers of enterprises at the upper end of the small enterprise 

Previous Page Blank 

range. 



TABLE 2.1 

CHARACTERISTICS OF MICROENTERPRISES 

Source: Survey data (see Appendix Table 1) except far the population d& in the first line, whicn are taken Pcom United 
Nations and World B;ck statistics. 



Most of the Iabor force h MSEs i~ made up of working proprietors a d  !mparj..d f d y  members. 

With most enterprises operating as one-person undefihgs,  ir is not surprising hfat the largest 
employment category is working proprietors, a group that comprises more than haif h e  MSE work force 
in most countries. When unpzid family members are added, the numbers reach three fo~r,S~ of the 
workers in mast places. Only ia a few corntries do hired workers comprise as much as 20% of the MSE 
labor force. Trainees 2nd apprenrices add a significant skre of workers in some locations, particuiarly 
in West in Eastern md Southern Africa, as in other parts 9f the third world, apprentices constitute 
well under 10% of the MSE Iabor force. 

Most MSEs loprate k mrd arm. 

The share of a31 enerprises in urban locations - cities and towns with at least 20,000 inhabitants - 
reaches as high as 46% in ?be Domhicm Republic and 30% in Zimbabwe, but was 25 % or less in most 
other countries. Even adding enteprises in rural towns - generally, concentrations with 2,W-20,000 
persans - still generally laves well over half the enteqrises in stri~ily rural areas of most comtries. It is 
important to keep rhese facts in mind since m y  programs focus on enterprises in urban areas, w Acre Ehey 
are often more ~bvious and easier to reach. 

While many MSEs are engaged in trading, a significant number m e  E'nvoIvecl in mmufactwbg 
a&vities. 

It is a common perception b t  micro and small en~erprises are overwhehingly made up of vendors 
and other smlf tmders. There is some truth to this perception, since in many countries the maj~rity of 
enterprises are engaged in commerce, It is important to recognize, howevzr, that in dI comtfits, srnalI 
manufacturing activities are also an imporcant component of the MSE sector. Thlzse manufacturing 
activities are particularly si@~cant in rural areas, where they constitute a higher share af enterprises than 
in u c h n  areas in 5ach of the African cowtries with relevant data. Only in the Dominican Republic was 
the sbre ~f tnterprises in :nanufacmring higher in urban areas in rural locatio~s. 

Looking only at manufacturing activities, &flee activities haw consistendy been identified as the 
~ k i ) " s t  i m p ~ a n t  MSE categories: textiles and wearing apparel, food and beverages, and woad and forest 
prdtxm. Survey results indicate that these three groups comprise about 75% of manufactwing enterprises 
in urban areas of many developing countries, and nearly YO % of the rurd enterprises. Yet these apparent 
regularities hide wide variations from country to country md between urbm and ma1 areas as to which 
activity is most important, as well as the m a r e  of the most prevalent activities within each of these 
broadly-defined sectoral groupings. 

The majority of micro and smaZl enterprises zre owned and operated by women. 

It is a striking fact titit, in many cowtrks, women ournumber men as owners and operators ~f 
micro and snail enterprises. Furthermore, since working proprietors arc the singIe largest category of ;he 
labor force, the great majority of workers in MSEs are also women. One of the recurring themes of this 
study concerns differences in enterprise characteristics according to ?he gender of the proprietor. Gender 
issues arz examined in greater detail in Chapter N. 



Economic efficiency appears to increase with size arnong very s~s;i.ll enterprises. 

Earlier stddies based on detailed analysis of data concernhg sales and production costs in four 
develophg cowtries suggest substantial differences irr cconcmic eficiency by enterprise size (Liedholm 
a d  Mead, 1987). Ln particular, the do~a indicate &at remm per hour of family labar are significantly 
higher for enterprises with 2-5 workers, campared t~ enterprises with only one person working alone. This 
increase in economic rerufns c~ntir~ues for the next higher size group, those with 6-9 workers; thereafier, 
the number of observatims is small a d  the results more mbigtl~us. Sirrnilar results were found in a recent 
survey of MSEs in Kenya (Daniels u, 1995). In all of these studies, h e  data suggest that oneperson 
enterprises generate the lowest returns to the enterprise; even a small increase in she is associated with 
substantid increases ic economic eff~ciency. which for these very s ~ . i l  enterprises is closely associated I 

with the level of income for those who work in the enterprise. I 

I 

~pl i :~t iorus  
I 

These characteristics somprise both the opportunities and the chailenges for those wuimg with 
micro and small enterprises. The cppomrnities arise since MSEs constisute a possible vehicle for 
addrssing some of the major imbalances in many developing colmtries: the urban bias frequently found 
h assistance programs, the limited participation of women in mmy of the benefits of developmefit. 
The chdlenge comes firom the fact that t&ing advantage of these opportanities generally ~ e ~ i r e s  a 
conscious effort to reach out to catcgosies of M S B  that are less obvious and more ~ . . c u I t  it> rezch. "Ne 
discuss these aspects in more detail. in subsequent chapters of this study. 



TEE DWhWCS OF M4';Es: CHURNING AND GROWTH 

OVERVIEW 

Micro and small enterprises are in a constant state of flux. Most of these changes are missed, 
however, if one focuses only on the aggregate changes over the in the level of MSE activity. h is only 
when the individual components of these changes are scrutinized that the magnitude of this churning 
becomes apparent. Not only are new firms being created (nsw starts, or births) while others are closing, 
but existing (surviving) firms are expanding md contracting. These components of change are sometimes 
s l i r i d  in two concepts: net firm creation, which is new starts minus closures; and net firm expansion, 
which is firm expansion less firm contraction. Since the individual components move in opposite 
directions, however, these net measures of change mask the magnitude of &e churning that is takiag pizce 
among MSEs. 

En this chapter, the key survey findings on the individual components of these changes are 
examined. Specifically, the empirical evidenc2 on new starts, cIosures, arid existing firm grou~h (net firm 
expansion) will be scrutinized. Such an individual focus is imponant because each of these is subject to 
different forces, with different possible intervention impllications. 

h%W MSE STARTS 

The rate of new MSE starts is extremely high. 

Empirical evidence on new business starts (firm creation) in developing countries has been virtualIy 
nonexistent until recently. New fmdinga from surveys in the six core countries, summarized in Table 3.1, 
reveal b t  the rate of new MSE starts is substantial. The annual rate of MSE new starts in these countries 
averages over 20 percent, ranging in a narrow band from 19.3 percent in inZimbabwe :o 25.2 percent in 
Botswana. Although the figares are still somewhat crude in most cases, they are broadly indicative andi 
given the techniques used, provide lower-bound estimates of the orders of magnitude involved.' 

New s m  (birth) rates are typically cdcdated by dividing all new firms appearing in a given t h e  period (mx&y 
one year) by the number of firms In existeme at the beginning of &e year. Except for the Dominican Republic, the 
number of firms at the eod of the year ~ e ~ € ! d  as the b~se; given the net increase in the number of fim, this creates 
one source of downward bias. A second source of downward bias, present in all countries, is the omission of the 
short-lived fvns that appear md the disappear withh the year. A sbdy of short-lived firms in the Dominican 
Republic indicates tkat if these are included in the analysis, the birth rate in the Dominican Republic would have 
increased by 6.5 percentage points. For more details of b e  methodological. issues, see Liedholm and Mead (1 994). 



TABLE 3.1 
ANNUAL MSE NEW STARTS RATE - BY INITIAL SIZE 

AFRICA AND LATIN AMERICA 

1 Enterprise Size (number of workers) 

I i Overall 
jj country I Year I 1 2 - 9  10 + average 

I I 11 Botswana 91 32.9% i 11.5% 4.2% 25.2% 11 4 

11 Kenya 92 33.7% 1 10.3% 1 1.6% 21.2% 1) I I 11 Malawi 91 26.9% 14.1 % 13.1% 21.7% 
I I 

/ Average f 28.51 11.5% 8.0% 21.6% 11 
Source: computed from individual country survey data. Averages are unweighted across the six countries. 

These surprising high figures are substantially above the 10 percent rate typically reported for small 
enterprises in industrialized countries. 

Most new starts are me-person f m .  

The vast majority of the new f m s  being created are one-person establishments. In the six core 
survey countries, in fact, these self-employed firms comprise ahost 880 percent of the new starts (see 
Appendix, Table 2). 

Relalively little is known about the centrd forces driving the MSE new start rates. A recent study 
by Daniels (1995) for MSEs in Zimbabwe indicates that the determinants of new starts differ between high 
and low profit activities. For high return activities, initial capital requirements, experience of the 
entrepreneur, and Ievel of regulation are all inversely related to the new start rate. For Iow return 
activities, the rate of new starts is related (inversely) only to the aggregate level of economic activity; for 
these firms, the lower the level of aggregate economic activity, the higher the rate of new starts, reflecting 
the importance of the push-factor in firm creaticn. 



Implications 

A key implication of these findings is that there is no overall scarcirj of entrepreneurs in the sense 
of individuals willing to incur the risk of establishing a new venture. Most of these new starts are one 
person firms, which are typically the least efficient and remunerative of the MSEs; they tend to enter in 
greater numbers when the overall economy is languishing. Given these fmdings, direct programmatic 
support of new starts should be undertaken only after careful consideration of other available options. 

MSE CLOSU-RES 

Closure rates are also high. 

S w e y  results indicate that MSE closure rates are also quite high. Tht annual rate of closures of 
MSEs in the Dominican Republic, the only country for which accurate annual figures exist, exceeded 20 
percent in the early i 9 9 0 ~ . ~  The Dominican Republic findings, which are probably not atypical, highlight 
the extreme volatility of MSE activity, wbere sirnuitanewrlsly one large segment is starting just as mother 
large segment of MSEs is closing. 

MSE closures are not just due to business failures. 

Why do MSEs close? Tbe survey results make dear that only a portion, frequently a minoriy, 
of the closures can be attributed to the traditional "business failure," where the firm is not financially or 
economically viable. Somewhat less than one-half of the MSE closures in the six core countries were due 
to "bad business conditions" (see Appn&ix, Table 3); lack of demand and shoiige of working capital. were 
the two most fkeq~eatly mentioned underlying external causes of these fa i l~res .~ For the others, 
apgroxkimately one-quarter of the MSEs closed for personal reasons, such as illness or retirement, while 
the remainder closed because they found better options or because the government forced them to close. 

Specifically, on the basis of area-based pane1 surveys, the annual cIosure rate was 29 percent in 1992 and 22 
perce~ in 1993 (CabaI, 19!45). In Zimbabwe, a closure rate of 11.5 percent per year (from 3991-1 993) was reprted 
from a simiIzr area-based panel smvey.of MSEs (Daniels, 1995). 42 percent of the firms, however, could not be 
located in the resurvey, so this closure rate must k considered a lower-bound estimate. Area-based panel surveys, 
where all enterprises in the same areas are surveyed over time, generate much more accurate closure rates than those 
generated from eiaer tracer or dosed enterprise surveys, both of which are subjecr to severe selectivity biases that 
understate the cIosure rates. Annual C ~ O S U , ~ ~  rates derived from tracer surveys mge Er~m 1.3 in Nigeria (Kilby, 1994) 
to 4.1 percent m iarnaica (Fisseh, I%), while those from closed emergrise s w y s  hover around 6 prcenr per year. 

In Kenya (Parker, 1994), h s e  who closed for demand reasans were muck more likely to start a new enterprise 
than those vzho closed because of a lack of working capital. Meed, overall, of those who closed, 60 percent 
subsequently apened new business, 15 percent worked in agriculture, 8 percent accepted paid employment, and I7 
were no long~r econornzicdly active. 



Most MSE closures occur within three years of start-up. 

When are MSEs most likely to close? Most closures occur in the early ywxs of a firm's existence. 
In Botswana, Kenya, Swaziland, and Zimbabwe, over fifty percent of the MSE closures had occurred 
within three years of start-up (see Appendix, Table 4).4 MSE closures peaked before the end of the first 
year in Botswana and Swaziland, and between years one and two in Kenya and Zimbabwe. Clearly, 
MSEs are particularly vulnerable dwhg the fragile initial years, when they are just leaning how to operate 
the business. 

Given the high MSE cbsure rates, particularly in the crucial izitial years, it is helpful to know the 
characteristics of the MSEs that close and how, if at all, these differ from the characteristics of the 
survivars. The results of systematic analyses of closure patterns of MSEs in Swaziland, Zimbabwe, and 
the Dominican Republic have made it possible to paint an initial portrait of the type of enterprise that is 
most likely to survive.5 The findings of these studies are summarized in the following tabIe. 

TABLE 3.2 
KEY DETERMINANTS OF MSE 

SURVIVAL AND GROWTH 

Sources: Derived from findings of McPherson (t992), for Swaziland and Zimbabwe, and Cabal (1995) for the Dominican 
Republic. 
Note: ' Not significant in the Dominican Republic. 

More :ecomplete data from Malawi indicate h t  approdtely one-third of the MSEs had closed three years 
after start-up. 

For Zirnbtibwt and Swaziland, see McPherson (1992); for the Dominican Republic, see Cabal (1995). These 
studies make use of recent deveIopments in "hazard analysis" to provide an explanation of enterprise closure and 
survival. The dependent variable in the analysis is the enterprise "hazard rate," which is the prabability that a firm 
w3l close during the year. The independent variables used to exp!ain the hazard rate are such items as the age, sector, 
and location of the enterprise. Econometric techniques are used to estimate the reIationships (see Lidholm and Mead, 
1993, or Allison, 1984, for details). 



What are the salient characteristics of MSEs that are most likely to survive? In addition to age, 
the past growth, initial size, sector, location, and owner-gender might be expected to play a role. These 
points are discussed in turn below. 

Growing MSEs are more likely to survive. 

An importarkt finding i the recognition that MSEs adding workers were more likely to survive than 
those that remained the same size. More specifically, the results from Zimbabwe and Swaziland indicate 
that for every one percent increase in employment, the MSE reduced its likelihood of closing during the 
year by approximately 5 percent (McPherson, 1992). Such fmdings are consistent with the notion that 
expanding MSEs have become more efficient and are thus more able to survive. 

MSEs that are d e r  at start-up are more likely to survive. 

A direct relationship was found between h?e MSE's initial size and its survival chances. Firms 
that started the smallest, other factors being held consmt, were more likely to survive than their 
counterparts that started larger.6 This finding is directly opposite to what one might have expected and 
indicates that smallness, by itself, is no impediment to survival. 

MSEs are more likely to survive in sectors other than re- trading. 

MSE survival rates varied significantly by sector. Retail trading MSEs in dl three combies faced 
the highest ciosure risks; such f m  were a h s t  30 percent more Iikely to close during the year, for 
example, &an their counterparts in woodworking. Real estate, wood processing, wholesale traders, and 
nowmetallic metal enterprises were the least likely to close, while trading, transport, and chemical MSEs 
were the most likely to do so in the two African countries.' 

MSEs operating in urban conunercial districts outside the home are more likdy to sunive. 

Location appears to play a central role in determining MSE survival. Urban MSEs in the two 
African countries, for example, had an almost 25 percent greater chance of surviving the year, holding all 
other factors constant, compared. to their counterparts in rural areas.' Moreover, PvPSEs located in 
commercial districts were more likely to survive than those operated out of the home. Proximity to gigrowing 
markets would thus seem to be an important factor in enterprise swvival. 

in the Dominican Republic, however, this relationship was not significant (Cabal, 199%. 

Tfie complete sector ranking of MSEs by survival probabilities from highest to lowest in Swaziland and Zim- 
babwe combined was as follows: real estate, w d  processing, whoIesde wade, non-metaIIic minerals, textiles, other 
services, food and beverage processing, construction, misceIfmeous m m u f a c ~ g ,  meral fabrication, hotels and 
restaurants, chemicals, r e d  trade, and transport. The rank differences, however, were not always statisticdly 
significant (McPherson, 1992). 

The m d  - urban distinction, however, was not statistically significant in the Dominican Republic (Cabal, 1995). 



MSEs headed by males are mom likely to survive, but anty when all types sf closings are considered. 

The gender of the entrepreneur also is a significant determinant of MSE survival. More 
specifically, female - headed MSEs were less likely KO survive the year than their male - headed 

counterparts, all other factors constant. Thcse mdgrses examined the survival and closing of MSE due to 
all factors. Rdatively high percentages of the closings of female-headed MSEs in these countries, however, 
were due to personal and other non-business reasons. When only closings due to pure business failures 
were analyzed separately, the gender of the entrepreneur was no longer a significant determinant. Thus, 
in terms of dosings due to business failures only, female-headed and male headed MSEs were e q d y  
Wely to survive. 

Macroeconodc conditions alss affect closure rates. 

Finally, at a more macro level, there is  evidence from Zimbabwe and the Dominican Republic s f  
an inverse relationship between the overall level of economic activity and the closure rate, particularly in 
low-return acti~ities.~ Thus, as the overall Ievel of activity increases, the likelihood that biSEs would 
survive the year increases as well. 

These closure frndimrgs provide important insights into the potential riskiness of various client 
groups that appear in the portfolio of many existing or potential MSE projects and programs. Those MSE 
projects or programs that wish to minimize the riskiness of their client portfolios might want to focus their 
attention on MSEs that have gown, that have existed Ionger L9an three years or that operate in commercial 
districts in urban areas in sectors other than trading. Aitematively, for programs focusing on the more 
risky MSEs, the fmdings provide a basis for incorporating these risk factors into their performance 
evaluations. 

NET MSE EXPANSION 

To this rapid chwning resulting from the entry of new firms and the closure of others must be 
added the growth from the net expansion of existing enterprises over time. Tke net expansion depicts the 
expansion less the contraction of those MSEs that survive; it summarizes two opposing dynamic forces at 
work. 

The indicator typically used to measure the magnitude of the net expansion of MSEs and the one 
used in he surveys reponesf in this study is the chage in the number of workers since start-up. This 

Using regression analysis, I)&els (1995) found an inverse relationship between the GDP growth rate over the 
1988-1993 period and the annual closure rate in Zimbabwe. Similar fmdings have been reported for the Dominican 
Republic (Cabal, 1995). 



measure tends to be favored because it is most easily and accurately remembered by the entrepreneur and 
does not need to be deflated. 

i Employment change provides a lower-bound estimate of net fmn expamion. 

What biases might arise from the use of employment as a measure of expansion rather than 
alternative indicators such as changes in sales, output, or assets? Although data on these otller indicators 
are sparse, some recent surveys have begun to shed light on this issue. Parker's (1995) analysis of the 
growth in Kenyan MSG, for example, found that net increases in real sales were almost docble the growth 
in employment. A similar pzttern was revealed in the Jamaican Quarterly Panel Survey of MSEs 

1 (Gustafson and Liedholm, 19951, where the change in real sales was twice the change in employment. 
( Such findings highlight the lumpy nature of employment, which appears to increase with a lag after a 
/ sizeable growth in real sales, and indicate that the employment growth measures provide a lower-bound, 
I more conservative estimate of net firm expansion. 
I 
I 

I 

/ Growth rates of existing MSEs are substantial. 
I I 

One of the most striking findings to emerge from the various surveys is the high overall growth 
rates exhibited by existing (surviving) MSEs. Table 3.3 reveals that the average compound employnenr 
growth rate since start-up was 8.7 percent per year in the eight countries with relevant data.'' The coilfltry 
variation arou~d this average is large, however, ranging from 2.4 percent in Lesotho to 24.0 percent in 
Kenya. These high growth rates are a11 the more impressive when i; is recognized that, except fur 
Bctswana and Lesotho, they are at least double the overall growth in GDP in these countries during the 
1380s. Moreover, in absolute terms, the annual number of new jobs created per enterprise is impressive 
(see Table 3.3, column 3). 

When MSE employment growth of existing f m  is examined year to year rather than from start- 
up, there is also evidence of net MSE contraction during certain periods. In Jamaica, for example, 
employment in existing MSEs declined almost 10 percent from 1993 to 1994 (Gustafson and Liedholm, 
19951, while ia the Dominican Republic over the same period the decline was 3.2 percent (Cabal, 1995). 
The role of the overall economy in explaining these short-run variations will be examined in Chapter V 
below. 

The majority of MSEs did not grow. 

Despite these generally rapid average growth rates, the majority of MSEs in survey countries did 
not grow at d l  since start-up. Survey results indicate that Iess than onequarter aftfie MSEs had added any 

lo The compound growth measure provides a lower-bod estimate of the growth rate compared wirh the average 
growth rate measure, which uses initial emp1oymenr as the base. An absolute measure, the annual change in jobs per 
firm, is also presented in Table 3.2; it can be particularly usefill in assessing the overall contribution of the smallest 
firms to job creation. The data for all the growth measures were generated by asking entrepreneurs retrospective 
information (event hisiories) abut heir firms. 



workers at d l  since their start, while Qver three-quarters remained the same size.'' MSE empIoyrnent 
expansion was the exception rather than the rule, and the overall net expansion was thils being propelled 
by a mhority of the enterprises. 

TABLE 3.3 

ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT GROWTH OF EXlSTlNG SMALL ENTERPRISES 
ALTERNATIVE MEASURES 

Annual Change Since Start-up 

Sources: 
Swaziland - Fisseha and McPherson, 7991 
Lesotho - Fisseha, 1991 
Zimbabwe - McPherson, 1991 
Kenya - Parker and Torres, 1994 
Dominican Republic - Cabal, 1992 
Botswana - calculated from data generated by Daniels and Fisseha - 1992 
Niger - calculated from data generated by Joumard, Liedholm, and Mead - 1992 
Malawi - calailated from data generated by Daniels and Ngwira, 1992 

Notes. 'Average annual growth rate in terms of employment and is calculated as: (Current Employment - Initial 
Employment/ initial Employment) / Firm Age. 
Arinual compund growth in employment is calculated as: {(CunenA Emp!ayrnent/ Initial E rnp l~y rnsn t ) ( "~~~ ) }  - 

?. 
"Average annual growth in jobs since start up is calculated as: (Current Employment - Initial Employment)/ Firm 
Age). 

l1 About 5 percent of the enterprises had declined in size since start-up (See Liedholm and Mead, 1994). 



Most of the growing TIIS& added just a few workers. 

Of those MSEs that grew, over ninety percent added less than four workers. About five percent 
of the expanding MSEs "graduated" from the microenterprise seedbed and ended up with more than I0 
workers. Thus, the largest share of the employment expansion was due to most of the growing MSEs 
expanding just a little. 

Adding even a few workers can increase the economic efficiency of MSEs. 

When an existing MSE expands by adding even one or two workers, it is quite likely that this will 
be associated with a significant increases in its economic efficiency as well as in its net income. Most new 
MSE start-ups are one-person enterprises, which is also tlie Ie,st eficient size category (see discussion in 
chapter 2 above). If some of these MSEs subsequently expand, adding even one more worker, they will 
be moving into a size category where their economic efficiency as well as their net income are IikeIy to 
be significantiy higher.'' Moreover, the jobs created shoiid be more enduring and should generate higher 
returns. 

What are the characteristics of expanding MSEs? 

Given the economic significance of MSE expansion, it is important to know the characteristics of 
those enterprises that expand and how, if at all, they differ from those Ehat do not grow. The results of a 
systematic analysis of the determinants of growth in the six core countries along with Lesotho make it 
possible to provide a proffie of the type of MSE most likely to expand.13 The overall fmdings, which are 
summarized in Table 3.2 above, on the role of age, initial size, sector, location country, gender of 
entrepreneur, as well as kcrman capital will now be examined. 

Younger MSEs are most likely to grow. 

The anaIysis suggests an inverse relationship between the age of the MSE and expansion. Thus, 
it was the younger MSEs that were most likely to generate more expansion jobs. Similx results were 
reported in the Dominican Republic (Cabal, 1995) and Kenya (Parker, 1995). Examinkg the growth md 
age performance of individual MSEs over time, however, Parker (1995) found that the inverse age and 
growth relationship held only for MSEs that started with one worker or with more educated entrepreneurs. 
Much of the expansion occurred in tfie first two years in the life of the enterprise. After the eighth year, 
a common pattern of downsizing took place, however, among MSEs of all types and sizes. 

See Chapter 1 above as well as LiedhoIm and Mead, 1987, for moss section evidence. See Parker, 1995, and 
Parker, RiopelXe and SteeI, 1995, for time series evidence. 

I 3  FoUow1ng McPherson (1!B5), statistical techniques (lmear ordinary least squares regression equations) were 
used to test whether or not the various independent variables, such as age and initial size, were significantly relared 
to the dependent variable, which was enterprise growth since start-up measured in absolute terms. See Liedhoh and 
Mead (1994) for details. 



SmalIer MSEs are most likely to grow. 

An inverse relationship was also found between initial size and growth of the MSE. The smaller 
MSEs at start-up thus added more expansion jobs per firm than did their larger scale counterparas, a 
powerful fmding for those concerned with employment creation. Parallel findings have been reported 
ekewhere in Africa (Parker, 1995; McPherson, 1995), although a direct relationship between initial size 
and growth was found in the Dominican Republic (Cabal, 1995) .I4 

MSEs in particular sectors are more likely to expad; but these sectors vary from country to country. 

The sector in which an MSE operates also appears to be an important dete&t of growth. At 
the most aggregate sectoral level, MSEs in manufzcnuing and services were more likely to expand than 
those in trading. At a more disaggregated level, howmer, the specific sectors that were likefy to generate 
more MSE expansion varied from country to country- In Swaziland, for example, MSEs in non-metaIlic 
minerals expanded s u b ~ l y  less than retail tradig. while in Kenya all sectors, including non-metallic 
minerals, expanded more rapidly than retail trading. What these findigs suggest is that sectoraI 
differences are significant at the country level in explaining MSE expansion, reflecting perhaps each 
country's comparative advantage - its unique fingerprint. At the same time, no universal sectoral growth 
patterns emerged. 

MSEs opera* in urban, commercial meas oulide the home are more likely to expand. 

Another important set of factors identified by the d y s i s  as a detemhant of MSE expansion was 
locarion. MSEs located in rural towns and vil!ages, for example, were less l i y  to grow than their urban- 
based counterparts. Moreover, MSEs operating in commercial districts or even alongside the road showed 
a markedly stronger tendency to expand than did those operating from the home. Other studies have 
yielded generally the same results, but with a few exceptions. McPherson (1995), for example, found that 
in Southern Africa MSEs operating in even traditional markets were mare likely to expand than home- 
based firms, while Cabd (1995) found that size of locality had no effect on the lilceiihood of expansion in 
the Dominican Republic. 

M S b  headed by males are more likely to expand thzrn those headed by females. 

The analysis indicated that male-headed MSEs were more likely to expand than femaIe-headed 
ones, even when controlling for such variables s?s sector and location. Although similar results have been 
reported by McPherson (1995) and Parker (1995), it is noteworthy that ownership-gender proved not to 
be statistically sigrdlcaxlt in the Dominican Republic (Cabal, 1945). These fmdings will be explored in 
greater depth in the following chapter. 

l4 As Parker (1995) has shown, this finding needs to be qualified with the recognition that enterprises that srart 
with one person annot contract and still remain as an on-going enterprise. Far larger enterprises, the fact that growth 
in some was offset by contraction in others is a partial explanation for the Iower average growth rate for enterprises 
starting at a larger size. 



Entrepreneurs with experience, vocational training, or secondary education are more likely to 
expand. 

Although data limitations precluded the inclusion of the "hman capital" in the formal statistical 
analysis, related studies provide evidence that it does significantly affect MSE expansion. McPherson 
(1992) found that entrepreneurs in Southern Africa with vocational training expanded their MSEs nine 
percent faster than those without suck training. For Kenya, Parker (1995) reported that entrepreneurs who 
had at least seven years experience were likely to expand their business more rapidly than those without 
such experience. Entrepreneurs who had comp1eted secondary school were also found to be more likely 
to expand in Kenya (Parker, 2995), Zimbabwe (McPherson, 1992), and the Dominican Republic (Cabal, 
1995).15 Completion of primary school by the entrepreneur, however, was found to have no significant 
effect on MSE expansion in any of these countries. 

The state of the macroeconomy also influences expansion paaerns. 

Finally, at the more macro level, there is evidence of a direct relationship between the level of 
economic activity and MSE expansion. The higher the level of overall economic activity, the greater the 
amount of MSE expansion. This relationship will be examined En more detail in Chapter V. 

Implications 

Facilitating the expansion of existing MSEs can contribute to increased economic efficiency and 
higher returns to the enterprise along with more permanent type jobs. The analysis yields important clues 
as to the forces leading to enterprise expansion. Assistance programs need to work with these forces, 
taking advantage of them wherever possible. This might mean reinforcing and strengthening the positive 
attributes of any particular client group. It might mean linking rural firms with more dynamic urban 
markets, or seeking to expand access to more effective dWfiond program. Carefully crafted programs 
designed to facilitate a switch to expanding product 3 n e  raight contribute in important ways to this 
process. The implications of these findings for programs and projects are explored in more detail in 
Chapter VI. 

l5 No significant rehtiozslip between secondary school education and MSE expansion, however, could be found 
in Botswana or Swaziland (McPherson, 1995). 



C m E R  n7 

GENDER ISSUES 

Significant gender differences in the patterns of MSE growth have been identified at several points 
in the preceding discussio~. In this chapter, these gender effects and the issues they raise wiIl be examined 
in greater detail. After a review of the static gender profile, the gender evidence on new starts and closures 
along with that on net expansion will be synthesized. Evidence on the relationship between the 
macroeconomy and gender-differentiated growth pattern follows, along with a discussion of the 
implications of these findings for programs and policies. 

STATIC PROFILE 

Fde-headed MSEs me numerous, often in the majority, but tend to be concentrated in a few low 
return, home-based activities. 

Large numbers of MSEs are owned and operated by women. At least 45 percent of MSEs in each 
of our survey counaia were female-headed, and in four of the seven the majority was owned by females 
(see Table 2.1). Women, however, accounted for a sornewht smaller share of total MSE employment. 
This was due not only to the smaller average size of female-headed MSEs, but also to the small percentage 
of females that were employed in male-headed firms.' The importinee of women-owned MSEs as 
generators of women's employment is reflected in these findings. MSEs headed by women also tend to 
be concentrated in a relatively narrow band of sectors or activities. Downing and Daniels (1992) have 
noted that women-owned enterprises are concentrated and dominant in a number of more traditional 
manufacturing activities such as beer brewing, knitting, dressmaking, crocheting, and grass and cane work, 
as well as in retail trading. Although data are scarce, there was some evidence to support the contention 
&at profits generated by these types of activities were quite Iow. In Zimbabwe (Daniels, 1994), for 
example, the five smnrs in which over rwo-th.irds of the female enterprises operate were mong the least 
profitable enterprise sectors in the country+* Finally, MSEs headed by women were more likely than their 
male counterparts 20 operate from the home; in the s w e y  coutnes, for example, 45 percent of the 
female-headed MSEs were home-based, whae only 19 percent of those with male owners operated out of 
the home. Since it is the home-based MSEs that tend to be hidden and overlooked, women owners of 
MSEs are more likely to be "invisible entrepreneurs" (Weidem=, 1992). 

In the Do&m Republic, for example, only 15 % of the employees of male-owned MSEs are women (Cely, 
1993). 

Similar findings were earlier reported for MSEs in Egypt (Davies, Mead, and Seale, 1992). 

i4revious Page Bka 



New start rates are higher for female than for male-headed MSEs. 

New start rates for female-headed MSEs are substantially higher than those of malt-headed firms. 
In the six core countries, the female rate was over fiVe percentage paints higher &an the maIe rate, a 
pattern that held in each country as well (see Table 4.1). These findings suggest that the surprisingly high 
overall enterprise b i  sates (20 percent or more) reported in Cbapter IKI are being driven to a considerable 
extent by new businesses being started by female entrepreneurs. 

TABLE 4.1 
ANNUAL MSE NEW STARTS RATE - BY GENDER OF ENTREPRENElJR 

- - -- - -- 

24.3% 18.8% 17.8% 27.2% 

24.9% 18.6% 25.3% 21.7% 

Swaziland 217OJo 1 I 22.9% 10.9% 1 21 -7% I ,  

S u m :  computed from individual country data. In each case, these figures are calwlated using figures on enterprise 3rFth.s 
during the last full year preceding the survey. Averages are unweighted across the five countries. 

W%at factors might explain these genderdifferentiated enterprise birth rates? nne possible 
explanation centers an the sectoraI concentration of female-headed enterprises. In Zimbabwe. '2.; example, 
Daniels (1995) noted that the five sectors with the highest percentage of women entrepre .:23 had the 
lowest capital and skill enthy barriers, which allowed easy entry and may have contributed to high new 
entry rates, with a clear potential far overcrowding. 

Clcrsl~re rates are also higher for f d e  than for male-headed MSEs, but only when dl reasons for 
closure are considered. 

Annual enterprise eiosure rates disaggregated by gender are scarce. In ttre Dominican Republic, 
the only muntry with the requisite information (CaSal, 1995), annual closure rates for enterprises run by 



females (43.2%) were over three times those for male-headed MSEs (13.2%). Thus, both MSE closure 
and new start-up rates were higher for fim headed by females. 

What reasons might have accounted for the higher closure rates of xhe bnterprises operated by 
females? Was it because they were concentrated in sectors with high closure rates, such as trading, or was 
it due to gender itself? The previously described analysis of closure patterns of MSEs in Swztzilmd7 
Zimbabwe, and the Dominican Republic (see pages 12-16 'above) revealed that the probability of femde- 
nm enterprises cbshg during the following year, holding other effects constant, was approximately 33 
percent higher than f ~ s  hose for enterpises run by males. Thus, gender itself woukl seem to be a 
significant factor in determining enterprk? ~Ioshgs. A large s h e  of the doshgs of female-headed MSEs, 
however, was for personal rather than for busi~less reasons. Indeed, when only the closings due to 
"busirress faIEweW were examined, the gender variable no fonzer proved to be significant. Tiius, fe*We 
proprietors were no more likely to close due to business failures than were their male counterparts, once 
the effects of all ~ t h e r  variables were taken into account. 

NET EXPANSION - GENDER-DXSAGGREGATED 

Fernaleheaded MSBs generrilly grow I- rapidly than those headed by males. 

The annuaI average growth rates of MSEs headed by females were substaqtially lower than those 
of aeir male-headed counterparts in all tbe survey corntries {see Appendix, Tzble 5). Excluding Kenya, 
an outlie; with extremely high growth rates for both female and male enterprises, femaIe-headed enterprises 
grew in a narrow band a m d  7 percent, while rhose with male owners grew in a similarly narrow band 
around 1 1 percent per year. 

I Fentale-headed MSEs are freqgently concentrated in slowly growing sectors. 

!%%at factors might account for these dramatic and statistically different growth rates by gender? 
Sector is often considered to play an i m p m t  role in explaining these differences. Downing and Daniels 
(1992), among others, have marshalled evidence to sholu that female-headed enterprises tend to be 
concentrated in sectors where the smllest amount of enterprise gr~wih is occurring. Indeed, the individual 
country surveys reveal that in many of the sectors where the highest growth rates are found, such as 
construction, tramport, and personal services, female ownership is minimal. 

I Yet even for firms within the same wztor, there is evidence that female-headed enterprises typically 
grow less rapidly than their male counterparts. Appendix Table 5 reveals that, with two exceptions, 
enterprises owned by males grow more rapidly (or at the same rate) than those owned by females in the 
manufacruring (ISIC 3), trade (ISTSIC 6) 2nd service (ISIC 9) sectors of the African countries s ~ e y e d . ~  

Such gender differences aIso continne to occur at even more disaggregared levels. In their analysis of forest- 
based enterprises in the SourherdEastern Africa, for example, Arnold g d. (1994) report that, within the ISIC 33 
category, grass. cane, and bamboo enterprises (the majority of which were female-owned) grew at an annual rate of 
4 percent, while the woodworking enrerprises (where virtudlfy all the efitreprenews were male) grew at an annual rate 
of 31 percent. Downing and Daniels (1992) also found that the slower growth rate for female 0-wed f m s  typically 
also held at the more diisagg",gsed Ievd within sectors. 



But there are important exceptions. 

The slower growth of enterprises owned by women was not always the case. Trading in Malawi 
and services in SwniImd provide counter exampIes, reminding us that MSEs owned by women do not 
always grow less rapidly than their male counterparts. Moreover, in several countries, females were 
dominant h sectors that sxperienced among the highest growth rates. For example, textile manufacturing 
and textile trading in Zimbabwe and !extile manufacturing in Botswana, which were aU predomhntiy 
female, exhibited the highest emp!c=yznent growth rates.* Tnese findings provide an importat reminder 
that not all female MSEs are mized in low growth sectox. 

Sector alone cam(;$ acco~inr fix the gender grcswih rate differentials. Indeed, h e  previously 
described satistical ar;alyt;is of the detcminmts of exsang enterprise growth in Africa (Chapter 3) 
reveaIed &at existing r-rule-run enteprixrj grew n:.ore rapdty tkm these run by their female counterparts, 
even afrer controlljng for the effects of sect.or md other important growth deeenninant~.~ 

Fewer Female-owned MSEs expand. 

0.x of tlre reasons for &e relatively slower average growth rate of existing female-headed firms 
was that fewer c~f them were growing. Als kdica:ed in Table 6.2, only 15 percent of the female-headed 
enterprises expmded in the surveyed countr ts ,  while about 25 percent of the male-headed firms grew. 
A similar pattern was found in each ccrunLy individually. 

Fewer femde-owned MSEs "graduatew. 

Among the femate-headed enterprises h;:r did expand, relatively few succeeded in "graduating" 
to the size c~tegory of ffm with ten or more wxkers. MtLhmgh we shall see in chapter six that the 
"graduation" rate of microentergrises in geixral was low (1. l %), the comparable rate for enterprises 
owned by females is even more minusc.de. As indj x e d  in Table 6.2 below, the "graduation rate" of male- 
headed MSEs was eight times that of their female-headed counterparts. 

What are the possible explanarions far these gender effects on growth? Mentioned in the literature 
are such factors as the dual domestic and prductive responsibilities of women, or possible differences in 
the business objectives of females and males. Females may also be more risk-averse than their male 
counterpais and thus m y  be more likely to use any available funds for diversification into new activities 
ratler than for an expansion of existing ones (Downing and Daniels, 1992). Females may also be under 
more pressure to use business funds to meet household needs (Berger, 1984). 

Daniels (1995) also found female-owned MSEs in Zimbabwe were more likely to e q m d  their paid 
employment 'hn were rheir male owned counterparts. In addition, there is some evidence from Jamaica that by us*g 
employment rather thaa red sdes measures of growth, one may be relatively understating &e performance of female- 
owned MSEs {Gustafson and Liedhalm, 1995). 

It should be noted, however, that a similar analysis undertaken with data from the Dominican Republic found 
no statistical significance between gender of ownership md growth (Cabai, 1995). 



TI333 MACRO ECONOMY AND MSES - GEhgER-DISAGGREGATED 

Female-headed MSEs exhibit much short-run volatility. 

Recert sxrvey findings indicate that female-headed MSEs are more strongly affected by changes 
in the overall Ievel of economic activity, both in the short and longer run, than their rnale counterparts. 
In tile short run, women-owned MSEs have exhibited much more quarter-to-quarter volatiliry than those 
owned by males. The 1993-94 3maica Quarterly Panel (Gustafson and Liedholm, 1995) showed, for 
example, that employment in female-owned MSEs typically flucnaated by 10 percent every quarter, whiIe 
empIoyment in male-owned fims rarely changed by more than 5 percent. 

New starts and closure rates of female-headed MSEs are pdcdarty sensitive to changes in the 
overall economy. 

In longer run, tilere is preliminary evidence of a genderdifferentiated response of entry and closure 
rates to changes in the overall level of economic activity. The evidence of an inverse relatiomhip between 
the new entry rate in low return activities and the overall Ievel of the economy was noted in Chapter 3. 
Since female-headed enterprises tend to be concentrated h such activities, one would expect the new entry 
rates of female-headed MSEs to decrease as the economy expands. Correspondingly, one might expect 
the closure rates for such low return, femaledominated activities to be directly related to the level of 
activity. As overall economic conditions improve, such !ow return, survival type activities become less 
cmcial. Recent evidence f k ~ m  the Dominican Republic provides suppart for the fatter contention. For 
1992-93, a good year, the annual closure rate of femde-headed MSEs was 42.3 %, but only 13.2% for the 
mde counterparts; for 1993-94, a bad year, the female clrsure rare plummeted to 29.7 % , while the male 
rate remained virmally unchanged at 13.4% (Cabal, 1995). 

PROBLEMS - GENDER-DISAGGRIXATED 

Perceived problems are quite similar by geader. 

One of the striking findings of the MSE surveys was the general similarity in ypes of perceived 
main jprcbiems reported by male+wfled anB female-owned businesses (see Appendix Table 6). One often 
hears about the special problems faced by women enrrepreneurs in small enterprises in the third world, and 
no doubt there are many such special problems; yet it may be worth recognizing that, in broad outlines, 
the principal problems they face appear to be similar to those encountered by their male counterparts. 
Many of the major challenges facing those who start and rm a smll  business are common to entrepreneurs 
of both genders. 

Inadequate market demand is the most often cited proidem of fernde entrepreneurs. 

The primary problem cited by femaIe entrepreneurs was not a lack of capital but an inadequate 
market demand, closely folIowed lack of access to raw materials and intermediate inputs. Men, by 



contrast, complained somewhat more about their access to fined and working capital, their access to tools 
arid equipment, and constraints arising from government regulaticns. 'It is possible that these gender 
differences primarily reflected the particular activities in which female and male entrepreneurs are engaged. 

Does this mean that credit is not also a need for women entrepreneurs? As discussed by Downing 
and Daniels (1!B2), "atthough women may cite insufficient working capital less often than men, this does 
not mean they have more access to working capital. It may indicate that women's market problems are 
more paramount. Without a market, they inay have little viable use for financing. " 

Implications 

One of he importam irnplicatiors of the gender findings is that &ere are large numbers of potential 
female ciients of MSE programs, but many have been overlooked because they are typically "invisible 
entrepreneurs." MSE programs must be aggressive in identiQing a ~ d  approaching female clients by 
actively seeking them out and penetrating the household, where the vast majority of such MSEs operatz. 

It is also important that thz dynamic characteristics of female-headed MSEs be incorporated into 
the design and implementation of policy and projects. Large numbers of women-owned MSEs are 
concentrated in highly volatile, household-based, low temm activities where growth prospects are bleak. 
For many of these MSEs, careful consideration should be given to the t p e s  of fmmcial and non-hmcial 
interventions particularly appropriate for the non-growing enterprises, a topic examined in more detail in 
Chapter Vf. For those female entrepreneurs that desire to expand, attention must be focused on the 
multiple requirements of shifting $to more lucrative product lines. The simple provision of working 
capital alone will generally prove to be insufficient unless the corresponding product markets, inpuis, 
technology and skill are also in place or made available. 



c-]R V 

MSEs AND THE 1MIPCROEGBIVOMY 

Micro and small enterprises make a major contribution to the total economy in the nations in which 
they operate. Conversely, the state of the overall economy has a significant impact on patterns of growth 
of MSEs. In this chapter, we set out the major dimensions of these interrelationships. 

MSEs are a major source of new jobs. 

Survey data suggest that, during the 1980s, the expansion in employment in micro and small 
enterprises absorbed close to 30% of the increase in population of working age.' Sirice not everyone of 
worlung age is working or eve3 seeking work, thz contribution of MSEs to the absorption of new workers 
joining the labor force is substantially higher than this.' In terms of secular patterns of growth in 
developing countries, then, MSEs appear to be the single most frequently chosen path for people seeking 
to find a way of earning a living as they enter the labor force. 

New MSE jobs come into being in two ways: though new business creation, and through the 
expansion of existing enterprises. 

The distinction between jobs coming from new business starts and those arising from an expansion 
of existing businesses is impoffant since in m y  cases the forces leadiig to the growth of employment are 
different. Tt is often also true the quality of the jobs arising from t?.?ese two sources is different* 

A higher percentage of the new jobs arisimg from new start-ups reflects survival efforts by people 
with few options. 

Mile not always true, a significant proportion of new enterprise starts are driven by a necessity 
of finding any source of ircorne, even those providing only minimal returns, in situations where few 
alternatives are available. As indicated in chapters I;II and lV above, a substantial share of MSE new stam 
are one-person enterprises concentrated in activities that art the easiest to get started, i.e. those with the 
lowest barriers to entry, with a consequent danger of overcrowding and resulting bw returns. 

Based on data from the six core countries: Botswana, Kenya, Malawi, Swazilaud, Zimbabwe a d  the Dominican 
Republic. For derails, see Mead, 2994a. The aggregate estimate for these six countries was 28.7%. In these data, 
working age is considered as 15-64. 

Labor force estimates are mtoriousIy unreIiaMe. For five countries in Africa covered by our surveys, the W P  
has estimated the growth of t!le labor force at 72 5% of the growth h populatioa of working age (see Mead, 1%a, for 
derails). If that relationship also holds in the Dominica Rqublic, it implies Phat the growth of employment in MSEs 
absorbed abut 40% of the growth in the labor force in these six countries. 



New MSE jobs arising from zn expansion of an exidhg enterprise, by contrast, are more likely to 
refled a response to an idenfled bushes opportunity. 

Entrepreneurs take on additio~al workers prunarily because they have tried a particular pattern of 
doing bmhess, have found a market and seek to expand their participation in thet market. Such a pattern 
of employment expansion in response to identified oppormnities is particulariy likely to hold in cases where 
the added worker is a paid worker: the entrepreneur would only take on an additional worker if there is 
a reasonable prospect of covering the added costs from additional sales revenues. Piis reasoning is less 
clear if the added worker is an unpaid family member or a trainee. 

Ret-urns to labor in jobs resulting from an expamion of exist@ enterpoises appear to be substantidly 
higher than those arising from new business start-ups. 

A recently completed survey in Kenya provides estimates of net returns to labor ir, various types 
of micro and small enterprises. Looking at new jobs that came into being during the 18 months previous 
to the survey, returns to labor in enteqrises that had expanded their labor force during that period were 
more than twice the levels for enterprises established during those eighteen months (Daniels, Mead and 
Musinga. 1995). This is consistent with our expectation that expansion jobs are not only more likely to 
endure but also likely to provide higher incomes than those that result from new business starts. It is also 
consistent wit!! the earlier nr,;ltioned hdings of the higher efficiency of MSEs with more than one worker. 

Most MSE jobs come into being through people &rhg new businesses. 

Of the 4.8 million people wgrking in MSB in the six core survey countries at the time of the recent 
surveys, abu t  3.7 million of those positions - just aver 75% of the total - came into being when the 
enterprise itself was started. The remaining quarter were taken on as a result of an expansion of existing 
micro and small business, subsequent to their start-up. 

I 

Over shorter periods of h e ,  these pattern can differ substan~y,  depending primarily on the state 
of the economy. i 

While the figures in the previous paragraph reflect long-tern patterns of job-creation, the pattern 
can be quite diierent over shorter periods of tine. In particular, there is evidence that, when the ~verall 
economy is growing well, many micro and small eaterprises are also thriving and expanding by adding to 
&eir work force. Under such circumsmces, the majority of new jobs in MSEs result from an expansion 
of existing enterprises. In times of macroeconomic stagnation, by contrast, all enterprises - large as well 
as smaIl - are under pressure to cut back on their levels of employment. But people must still ezt. To 
sustain themselves, d m ,  many people are pressed to start new enterprises, since there are few alternatives 
available to them. In such times, then, the majority of new jobs in MSEs come from new business starts. 

Detailed data from the Dominican Republic support this description. In that country, Miguel Cabal 
(1995) followed partems of change in microenterprises in several locations over two years. The first year 
was a period of dynamic gr~wth in the economy; the second year was one of stagnation. The resulting 
panern of employment growth among MSEs is shown in table 5.1 beIow. 



The impact of the macroeconomic ccsnditiors on pattern of employment growt!! is obvious. 
During good tines, expanding ernplajment in exisxiring micro and small enterprises made a major 
contribution to employment growth, while more jobs were bst  from firm closings than from new 
enterprises being started. The foIlowkg year, when the economy was stagrant, existing enterprises were 
reducing their employment levets; employment growth from net new starts, by contrast, switched from 
negative io positive. 

It is heresting to note h t  the main difference between these two years in terms of net new start- 
ups comes not primarily from variations 51 birth rates but rather from closure rates, which were much 
higher in good times than in the bad year, 

TABLE 5.1 
PAITERNS OF EMPLOYMENT GROWTH: 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
(percentages) 

Source: Cabat 6995. 

Fu&emre, indicated in c%pres lV, the biggest variations in closures are in those enterprises 
owned by wanen. One possible ;.xp%ma~on is &at many of the enterprises run by women are activities 
yielding ody low rewm, that the entrepreneur is glad to be able to close when circmtanes in the family 
improve. 

A recent study of paaerm of change in emplopznt and sales in Jamaica also throws further light 
on this pattern (Gwtafson md Liedholm, 1995). The period covered by this study - from mid-1993 
through the end of 194  - was om of macroeconomic stagnation. It appears that reaI GIZP per capita was 
constant CPP even decjlining d-g this period. The survey results, looking at a panel of existing enterprises 
to examine &eK change over time, found an average decline in enpioymem of nearly 20%, while average 
real sales per mona dropped h these enterprises by an average of 35 % . Microenterprise promotion 
programs found themelves crperathg in particularly hostile circumstances; the unfavorable macro 
environment resated in substantial contraction in both empIoyment and sales for the average enterprise. 



A person running a program with the principal objective of helping existing enterprises to expand 
must be aware that, in good times, the economic environment is s u p p ~ ~ g  her efforts. When the economy 
itself is stagnant, by contrast, it will be much more difficult for micro and small enterprises to grow, even 
with the best types of support. 

Pattern of MSE growth are also strongly influenced by other aspects of macroeconomic policy. 

The discussion of the previous point focused primarily on rates ~f growth of real GDP, and how 
variations in aggregate growth rates can influence patterns of MSE growth. But &ere are other aspects 
of macroeconomic policy that also impinge on the growth prospeas for MSEs. One key issue has to do 
with pice stability. In countries where monetary and fiscal policies are not under control so prices are 
increasing rapidly, it Is extremely difficult for small enterprises to plan for orderly red growth. High 
nominal interest rates - even if reasonable in real terms - introduce a major additional dimension of risk, 
which can be particularly daunting for nascent entrepreneurs. 

A second izportant policy variable concerns the stability of the policy environment. Long-term 
growth requires an ability to plan for the fume. If policy established today is likely to be couniermanded 
by new directives or new interpretations tomorrow, it is difficult to adopt a long-term time horizon. Such 
planning is also made more difficult where fraud leads to additional uncertainty as to the interpretation of 
the law. 

A third impoptant dimension of policy concern the issue of access: to imports and foreign 
exchange, w credit, to domestically produced intermediate inputs, t~ markets. Governments set the rules 
in each of these markets. They can establish them in such a way as to facilitate access on the part of micro 
and small entrepreneurs; or they can tilt the balance in favor of Izrger enterprises or the public sector. 

A recent slrvey in Zimbabwe throws light on some aspects of this changing poIicy environment 
(Daniels, 1994). Microente~rise surveys were done twice in that country: once in 1991, and again in 
1993. The 2991 survey came at the conclusion of a two-year period when real GDPIcagita was 
approximately stable. During the two years from 1991 to 2993, by contrast, the economy was facing the 
worst drought in a century; real GDP/capita declined by about 3% per year. During the latter period, 
furthermore, there was extensive Iiberalization of the economy; the Mation rate increased sharply, and 
nominal interest rates were increased to keep pace with inflation. As Table 5.2 shows, the problems faced 
by small businesses were quite dierent in these two t h e  periods. 



TABLE 5.2 
PRINCIPAL PROBLEM REPORTED 
AT THE TIME 06 THE SURVEY: 

ZIMBABWE 
(percent of respondents tisting this as most serious problem) 

Source: Danids, 1994, p. 50. 

The nature of the problems faced clearly changed sharply over this two-year period. As a result 
of a librakation of imports and the removal of domestic restrictions, transport problems were significantly 
alleviated, as were problems of access to tools, machinery and equipment (many of which are imported). 
With the stresses of a drought-induced stagnant national economy, however, domestic markets were 
contracting. High inflation rates pushed up nominal interest rates, while access to raw materials and other 
inputs continued to be a serious problem for many. Again, these figures serve to remind us that the kinds 
of problems and constraints that small enterprises face can vary substantially as a resuIt of both changes 
in macroeconomic circumstances (here Muenced strongly by the weather) and an evolving policy 
environment. An assistance organization offering one kind of help (e.g. management training, or short- 
term micro credit) might precisely f31 the needs of the clients under one set of circumstances, but be totally 
inadequate to their needs zt a different point in the evolution of rhe economy. 

Other evidence of the importance of particular government policies on microenterprise growth 
comes fiom cross-country comparisons. Producers in Malawi and in Zimbabwe were seriously constrained 
by problems in obtaining raw materials: Ieather for small shoemakers, cloth for tailors, metals for small 
machine shops. In large part, these problems arose from the government's regulatory policies, that gave 
priority to the needs cf large businesses (see Mead and Kunjeh, 1993). In Kenya, a significant number 
of enterprises faced problems of harassment by the government, sometimes in the form of bulldozing of 
their work place (see Parker with Torres, 1994). Clearly, such policies and regulations have had a major 
deleterious effect on the growth of microenterprises in particular c~untries. 



Rural ivBEs are p a r t i c ~ ~ 1 y  affected by the state of the nud economy. 

Rural producers are often particularly isolated, and thereby closely Iinked to developments in their 
own locality. The degree to which this constrains the growth of rural MSEs depends primarily on three 
things : 

e the rates and patterns of growth of agriculture, which is nomdly the main source of 
income in ma1 areas; 

e the nature of the labor market, which can generate additional income from wage 
employment, perhaps in secondary towns, thereby creating additional demand for non- 
farm goods in services in mal areas as well as reducing the pressures on people to engage 
in low-productivity producing and trading activities; and 

the degree to which the rural economy is integrated with the rest of the country. This is 
strongly influenced by the effectiveness of the transport and trading system that links rurd 
small producers with the outsiee world. 

In those economies, particularly in Africa, where agriculture forms a large percentage of GDP, 
the pattern of rural MSE development closely mirrors the performance of agriculture. Given the desultory 
overaIl performance of the agriculture sector in many countries of Africa, it is not surprising thar the 
majority of new MSE jobs in ~ r a l  areas came from new starts rather than from demand-pull expansion. 
Conversely, the percentage of new jobs from new starts or that resulted in "graduation" tended to be higher 
in those countries where agriculture did relatively well (Liedholm, McPherson, and Chura, 1994). 

These considerations assume particular significance since the dicussion of chapter 2 makes clear 
that the majority of MSEs are in mal areas. Two principal impIications follow. 

There are important things that can be done to &mulate the growth of mral non- 
agricultural MSEs that focus on either more dynamic agricultural growth or 
improved linkages between mal producers and developments in nearby towns and 
cities. 

Higher incomes h mral areas, whether from a dynamic agricultural sector or from wzge 
employment, a n  create rural markets for the products and services supplied by MSEs; alternatively, 
improved transport anri marketing system can provide outlets for d producers by Ihkhg them to more 
distant and more dynamic market centers. 

IIIE the absence of either expanding xural incomes or effective h k s  with the outside, 
nvaE non-farm enterprises will find it extremely difficult to expand their output, since 
they wil l  be attempting to h isolated and slowly-growing markets. 

See Haggblade and Jiedbolm (1991) for a more defded formulation of these arguments. 



In such circumttces, MSE credit programs or non-firnancial assistance may make possible some 
increases in enterprise income; but &ere are severe liits to how far such policies can go in raising either 
income or employment. Particularly in relatively isolated areas, mal MSEs cannot be the engine that pulls 
the rest of the rural economy forward; such a "bootstrap" approach to development ("lifting oneself by 
one's own bootstraps") is an approach that faces major limitations. In such situations, perhaps the most 
i m p o m  thing one can do to encoiurage the growth of rural non-farm MSEs involves a concentration on 
a more dynamic agriculture and/or more effective distribution systems. 

Non-farm activities can also have important feedback effects in stimulating agricultural growth. 

There is evidence from West Africa and elsewhere that rural households use profits from nm- 
agricultural activities to invest in agriculture, thereby raising the productivity of their f d g  activities (see 
Reardon, Crawford and Kelly, 1994; Liedholm and Kilby , 1989). Since as much as 80 percent of rural 
househoId cash revenue comes from non-farm sources, and given the paucity of firmaneid instirutions, this 
has been a key source of investment funds not only for MSEs but farming activities as well. A key 
implication of this finding is that the growth of non-farm activities car, have important multiplier effects 
in stimulating the growth of agricultural output. 

The direct effects sf government licensing and regulatory policy appear to be limited, both in . . 
co- new starts and in discouraging MSE growth. The indirect effects are more subtie and 
more pervasive. 

Many MSEs get started and continue for some time to tiperate outside the law (see Joumard, 
Liedhoh, 2992, and Mead, 1994). When such enterprises are asked about their principle problems, issues 
of govement controls and regulations are rarely mentioned as issues of serious concern (see Table 6.2). 

M a y  of the problems that entrepreneurs do identify, however, have their roots in tbe regulatory 
environment: access to inputs, whether domestic (influenced by marketing controls and policies towards 
local monopolies) or imports (affected by foreign exchange control systems); or access to capital 
(influenced by a host of regulations of the financial system). Such regulations are particularly significant 
in influencing the abfiity of micro enterprises to grow. Since enterprise expansion often involves more 
consgIex interactions with other commercial entities (traders, manufacturers, service agencies, the 
government), the development of smoothIy-operating market systems can be an imporcant determinant of 
enterprise gro-th. The government has a key role to play in establishing such market systems. 

Ttnplications 

Two key implications arise from these considerations. 

Regulatory issues are substantially more important for MSEs than is revealed simply by asking the 

I entrepreneur what his principal probItmw are. 

Many regulatory impacts operate in circuitous and indirect ways that only emerge based on more 
, detailed analysis of panems of production and trade. 



Regulatory issues are substantidly more important in their impact on the ability of enterprises to 
grow tham in their effects on new enterprises seeking to get started or to survive. 

This is particularly significant since we have argued that jobs arising from enterprise expansion are 
mere likely to endure, more likely to reflect market-based opportunities, and more likely to generate bigher 
incomes tha those coming from new starts. 

It is easy for those engaged in MSE programs to underestimate the significance of the 
macroeconomic context in which their clients operate. This can result in types of assistance being offered 
that are inappropriate to the needs of the clients; it can also lead to missed opportunities to deal in cost- 
effective ways with the most pressing constraints these enterprises face. Finally, it can lead to distorted 
evaluations of the effectiveness of different programs, either because the macro context was unusually 
unfavorable so even the besi programs could not have succeeded, or because program evaluations are 
claiming credit for successful MSE growth when in fact the main explanation was overall growth that was 
carrying MSEs forward. 



THE DIVERSE NEEDS OF ENTERPRISES: 
LESSONS FOR DONORS AM3 IMPLEIMENING AGENCIES 

A review of the characteristics of micro and small enterprises confirms what all those working in 
the field know: this is an extremely diverse set of enterprises. Two points, central to his heterogeneity, 
have important implications for those responsible for designing and implementing MSE assistance 
programs : 

DifYerent types of MSEs have different contributions to make to the process of development. 

Some types of rnicroenteprises are particularly effective in combating poverty, while others can 
make a major contribution in tenns of economic growth. 

Different categories of MSEs face different problem, and therefore can best be supported by 
different types of assiskmce. 

An understar~dihg of these differences makes it possible to focus on appropriate categories of 
enterprises in offering assistance, and to offer support based on the needs of the parricuIar types of clients 
selected for encouragement. 

Building on the dynamic information presented in previous chapters, we have found it usefid to 
examine Micro and Small Bnterprises (MSEs) in four major categories: 

i j New starts: enterprises just getting under way. The needs of this group for sup, '-art are 
significantly different from those of enterprises that have been in existence for some time, 
that have managed to overcome many of their start-up problems. 

ii) Non-growing enterprises: these are enterprises that have survived the perils of start-up 
but have not added to their employment since they were first established. 

iii) S d  growers: enterprises that have been in existence for some time arid have added to 
their work force since starting, but have grown ody in small amounts. 

iv) Graduates: entaprises that s t a~ed  from a very s d l  base and have made a transition to 
reach at least the middle ragges of the small enterprise spectrum. 

The principal characteristics and problems of MSEs in these different categories are summarized 1 in Tables 6.1 - 6.3 below. Additional information is provided Q Tables 6 - 9 in the appendix. Our 
discussion examines these enterprise categories one by one, suggesting the characteristics of MSEs in each 
group, the goals and objectives h t  might be appropriate for the encouragement of each, arid the project 
and policy implications. 

I 



NEW STARTS i 

A number of microenterprise assisdance program are targeted at MSEs just getting started. 

Many programs working with newly-established enterprises focus on, pmicuIar client goups; those 
that are specially vulnerable (low-hcome women, peopIe in poor regions, etc.), or groups for whom the 
govement feels a particda responsibility (retrenched civil servants, demobilized soldiers, etc.). 

Two objectives are generally advanced for programs designed to provide assistance to these newly- 
established enterprises: 

(R hcrease the rate of new start-ups, eliminating barriers that hinder people from starting 
out in business; and 

help newly-established enterprises to survive, reducing the high attrition rate among 
those jast getting under way. 

In considering these programs and their objectives, we start from several facts concerning this 
target group. 

a) Micro enterprise new start rates are already high. Many people are already exercising 
an option of opening a new business. As we have seen in chapter III, net start rates of 
20% or more per year are the norm in most of the countries with relevam data. 

b) For those that do get established, it does not appear that the legal and regulatory 
framework has been a serious hindrance to the establishment of most enterprises. In 
most comtries, a substantial percentage start with little or no legal recognition; as 
indicated in Table 6.3, governmental restrictions are rarely mentioned amcng the most 
serious problems facing newIy-establisheb e~terprises. ]in most countries, it is unrealistic 
to think that the easing of registration reqEiirements or the removal of other similar legal 
obstacles wiiI result in a major increase in the number of new srnal enterprises getting 
established. 



TABLE 6.1 
CHAFWCTERISTICS OF MICROENTERPRISES: 
CONTRIBldf OM TO INCOME AN3 WELFARE 



TABLE 5.2 
GROWH CHARACTERISTICS OF MlCROENTERPRlSES 

(percent distribution of all enterprises more than 1 year old that started with 1 4  workers) 

Note: This table refers to all enterprises that had been in existence for mare than a year and tnat started wit3 less than five 
workers. Those with missing dab, hose whoss employment declined or grew by intermediate amounts are exclsded from 
these sBtlstics. These exclusions amount for less than 5% offhose covered by the surveys that started with less than five 
workers. 

TABLE 6.3 
PRINCIPAL PROBLEM 

AT THE TIME OF THE SURVEY 



C) On the other hand, a significant share of all newly-established enterprises do not 
whve  for long. As noted in Chapter HI, attrition rates are highest in the first few years. 
Efforts aimed at a reduction in these high failure rates among new start-ups might be more 
appropriate than a concentration on increasing the rate of new entrants to the world of 
microenterprises . 

Programs designed to help people get started and to help more new businesses survive the early 
teething years face a number of particularly daunting challenges. These emergent business people must 
master a host of new skills; their needs can be diverse and compIex, which can substantiaIly raise the cost 
of assisting them. High attrition rates reduce the returns derived from hese efforts, since many of those 
that are helped will not survive for long in business. 

Chances of success can be substantialIy increased if the assistance is channeled primarily to 
entrepreneurs who have had experience in that particular activity, perhaps having worked for someone etse 
before starting a new business, to enable them to master at least some aspects of the business. BuiIding 
oa previous experience in this way can raise the cost-effectiveness of assistance program, since it 
decreases the range of new skills that the entrepreneur must master. 

Efforts to strengthen the skill base for nascent entrepreneurs while building on existing skills has 
another important potential contribution: it ca increase the share of new starts that are in activities yielding 
higher returns rather than simply flooding into producr lines with the lowest bamers to entry, activities that 
may already have large numbers of participants selling in saturated markets, 

For newly established caterprises, as for several other categories, the most serious problem 
reported by the entrepreneur was one of finsling markets (see Table 6.3). Another frequently reported 
problem, particularly for newly established enterprises, came from the fact &at customers placed orders 
but then did not pick them up or pay for them. Categorked here under the heahg of "other capital," this 
might be expressed as a problem of too much credit given, rather than too little credit received. 
Problems relating to access tio raw materials and other kterrnediate inputs zre also a frequent source of 
complaint. 

With this diversiry of reported problems, it may be unrealistic to think that raising the supply of 
any single missing ingredient will substantially raise the flow of new entrants to the microenterprise 
universe. WhiIe over 20% of them report that they face no problems, the high attrition rate among new 
start-ups means that this figure might best be interpreted as stating that &ey do not yet know what their 
most serious problems will be. 

This reasoning suggests two approaches for projects aimed at newly-estabIished enterprises: 

rn Provide on-the-job trahkg for potential new entrepreneurs, before they start a new 
business. One useful approach would involve prcgrams aimed at enabling nascent 
entrepreneurs to work for others for a period of time before starting out on their own. 
Apprenticeship or on-the-job training can be invaluable in increasing the Iikelihood of 
success for new entrepreneurs. 



Build on existing skills, whether derived from such training or based on the 
entrepreneurs' exisrting knowledge. Demobilized soldiers may have aiready learned about 
machinery repair, or may how how to drive: retrenched civil servants may hzve the skills 
required to learn to operate computers or to organize and manage private schools. It is 
important to identify and buiId on such existing skills, in preparing people for the 
challenging task of running their own small business. 

Even with these efforts, the task of providing assistance to newly establishing businesses is not an 
easy one. This leads to another possible implication that many project planners have adopted: 

o Restrict assistance io  entrepreneurs that have proven themselves by running a 
business for at least a year, getting through  heir early teething problems on their own. 

Alternatively, some have chosen a different option: 

0 L e t  mistance for newcomers to people who have had relevant experience before 
starting out on their own, perhaps having worked for others in the same product line. 
The need to direct scarce resources to places where they can be used most productively 
would argue for such a restriction. 

Na33-GROWlNG MSES 

Most existirag M S b  have not grown since start-up. 

We have seer, in our discussion of Chapter 3 that, of those enterprises that do manage to survive 
 he difficult start-up years, most do not grow. Among the universe of existing enterprises, then, the largest 
category is made up of non-growing enterprises. In a number of countries with recent srnaiX enterprise 
surveys, three quarters of all enterprises that stand with less than 5 workers had not added even one 
worker to their labor force between the time of start-up and the date of the survey (see table 6.2j. When 
measured in terms of employment, growth is the exception rather than the rule for micro and small 
enterprises. 

As shown in table 6.1, sixty percent of the proprietors and over half the workers in non-growing 
enterprises are women. Most of these businesses are full-time activities in the sense that they operate every 
day, all year around. 

me great majority of these nora-growing MSEs can be thought of as survival activities. 

Among tie most imporrant characteristics of such survival enterprises are the folIowing: 



their very small size, averaging only about 1.2 workers per enterprise, with most 
consisting of only one person working alone; 

their operation ir, ways that often mingle resources used in the enterprise with other 
activities of the household; 

e &eir almost exclusive reliance on family labor: nearly 95 % of the non-growing enterprises 
rely exciusivefy on working proprietors and unpaid family members, making no use at ail 
of paid enlplrryees; 

e their simple management iechnipes; and 

a the fact that -y people participzte in rhese activities, in spire of the fact that the incomes 
they generate are low and declining over time, because they have no better alternatives 
availzble to them. Close to 30% are strictly supplementary activities, providing less than 
half the household's income (see table 6.1). 

Implications 

Intervention strategies for survival activities might: concentrate on one or both of two objectives: 

Focus on raking income rather than employment generation. 

There are a number of different prcgrams that can contribute in important ways to this objective 
of raising income, even without necessarily changing the essential characteristics of these enterprises as 
very smal!, family-based activities. This goal can be pursued through efforts to reduce costs, by increasing 
the volume of sales, or by switching to product lines that yield higher returns. Both financial and non- 

assistance can contribute to each of these objectives. The following table gives examples of each 
type of intervention. 

The figures in this paragraph are &rived from survey data in &e six core countries: Botswana, Kenya, Malawi, 
Swazland aad Zimbabwe and the Dominican Republic. 



TABLE 6.4 
ASSISTANCE OPTIONS AND OBJECTIVES 

TO WISE ENTERPRISE INCOME 

Each af these different opes of ircervention has the potential of raking incomes for those engaged 
in the enterprise. &cz-we these interventions seek to reach the large numbers of microenterprises that are 
family-bas& and that currenrly ofken provide oaiy low levels of income, these are importam and useful 
things that correspond well with a fwus on poverty alIevlation, a focus of USAD as well as of m y  other 
donors and nan-governmentd organhations active in this area. 

On the ~ther hand, elhere are clear limits to the sf gains Paat one can hope to achieve from 
these changes, so long as the enterprise continues to operate on a household basis, with simple management 
sfills and marketing patterns. An appropriate second god for non-growing enterprises, then, might be: 

kcrase the numbers of such e.nterprises that succeed in growing. 

As indicated above, ody about a quarter of the enterprises that start out very small currently 
manage to increase their levels of employment. While not relevant or appropriate for all non-growing 
micro entekprises, a goal of helping a larger number move into the growth category is a worthwhile 
component of any MSE suppofl program. This would involve helping them make a transition ro more 
sophisticated management and more complex involvement in the market. Such an expansion - particularly 
if it is w i a t e d  with the use of hired labor - is a reflection of the fact that the enterprise is moving to the 
next !@er plateau, where the o p p s ~ t i e s  for increases in income md welfare are substantidly higher. 
The types of intewentions that might contribute 10 this goal are discussed in the following section. 

SMALL GROWTH 

The category of smdI growth is made up of enterprises that start out very small and grow in small 
amomts. For our empirical mIysis, we have delineated the category as made of enterprises that started 
our with 1-4 workers and that have added 1-4 additional workers to their labor force since start-up. As 
indicated above, abo~t a quarter of those that started out in this very small size range have managed to 
make this mamition. While over 60% of these small-growth enterprises continued to rely exclusively oon 



f a d y  members md other unpaid workers, the remaining enterprises - nearly 40% of the small growers - 
had at least me paid employee. On average, these small-growth, enterprises were more than twice the size 
of the non-growers, with an zverage of 2.9 workers per enterprise (compared to 1.2 for the non-grmvers). 

Infoma~ion generated from surveys in the six countries darifies a number of characteristics of 
these slowrlly growing enterprises (see Table 6.1). Compared to the non-growers, there is a decline in the 
share of snteqrises with women as entrepreneurs, Erom 60% to below 40%. There is also a similar decline 
in the share of the work force Wt are women. A larger percentage of these enterprises are of major 
importance to household welfare, with over 75% contributing at least half of the household income. Data 
from a supplementary questionnaire in Kenya suggest a substantidly higher percentage of entrepreneurs 
that selected the activity because it was viewed as having good economic prospects, with a correspondhgly 
smaller percentage choosing it simply because it matched the family's constrained options (see Appendix 
Table 7). Fewer of the entrepreneurs had previousIy been unemployed, while a larger percentage had 

1 

I either run another business or had been employed in mother enterprise. A higher percentage had received 
training since start-up, and a higher percentage were seeking opportunities for hrther training (see 1 Appendix Table 8). AIl of these indicators suggest a higher skill level as well as a more commercial I 

I orientation for the entrepreneurs in this group, compared to the non-growers. 

I Table 6.3 presents information on the nature of the problems faced by these and other types of 
emerpises. Several points stand out as one moves to the right across this table. An increasing share of 
enterprises were able to identify problem areas causing then1 2iC11culties. As entrepreneurs become more 
active, they aIso become increasingly aware of the factors that hold them back from growing more; 
conversely, those that have grown at all are more likely to be ambitious in seeking to expand more. 

A second idea reflected in table 6.3 is that, as enterprises become more dynamic, more of their 
problems migrate to the "other" category. They find they must deaI with problems of work space, of 
transport, of access to utilities (water, eIectriciq, telephones) etc. What this suggests is a simple but 
irr~polzant idea: 

More dynamic MSEs have changing and more complex needs that oftea cannot be met by 
assistance programs offering only one type of intenention. 

Most cost-effective programs specialize in particular types of assistance. However, many dynamic 
MSEs have multiple needs that must be solved simulmeausly. The kinds of programs that might respond 
in a cost-effective way to this challenge are discussed in the concluding chapter of this study. 



GRADUATES 

W e  ody about 1% of ail MSEs startr'ng very small succeed in "graduating," this is an important 
gro~p shce it provides substantial numbers of jobs, is a major source of today's intermediate 
enterprises, and is most dosely attuned to market opportunities. 

If enterprises that have grown in small amounts have a more commercial orientation than those that 
have not expanded their work force at all, those that h a v ~  experienced significant growth are of particular 
interest. The movement from a very smaIl starting size to an intermediate level is a challenging task. As 
we have indicated, the survey results suggest that only about one percent of all enterprises starting with 
1-4 workers have succeeded in making a transition to employ at least 10 people. Yet since each such 
enterprise adds substantial nuinbers of workers to their labor force, this group accounts for about a quarter 
of all new jobs that are created as a result of the expansion of existing enterprises. 

Approaching the question from the other end of the process, among those enterprises currently 
employing 10-50 workers, about half started with less than five workers and subsequently grew. This 
means that even though only a small percentage of the small starts have made this transition, the process 
is important in providing a "seed bed" feeding today's universe of medium-sized enterprises. 

Based on the information from the six core countries, summarized in Tables 6.1 - 6.3 as well as 
in Appendix Tables 
7 - 9, several characteristics of the graduates sbnd out. Lie the other categories, these enterprises are 
likely to be full-time activities, operating apgraximately the same numbers of months per year and days 
per month as the other categories. But they are much Iess likely to be stipplemenmy activities; over 80% 
of the graduating enterprises contributed at least half of the househoPd's income. They are much more 
Iikely to have been started by someone who previously worked as a paid employee rather than someone 
who was previously unemployed. As an approach to a country's unemployment problem, the 
encouragement of graduating enterprises makes its contribution primarily through the creation of paid 
employment opportunities rather than through an increase in employment among entrepreneurs. 

While small traders are more likely to g r ~ w  somewhat, small manufacturers are more likely to grow 
in substantial amounts. I 

The sectoral breakdown of MSEs, presented in table 6.2, suggests that, while the likelihood of any 
growth at dl k higher for traders than for maxlufacturkg enterprises, the likelihood of graduation - small 
though it is for all microenterprises - is about twice as high for manufacturing enterprises, compared to 
traders. 

Patterns of pduation are ~~y similar across regions. 

Perhaps the most surprising thing about the regional variations reported in Table 6.2 is how little 
they differ, Enterprises operating in dispersed rural areas have virtuaIly the same growth patterns as those 
in the major cities. Those in secondary towns - locatiors with 2,000-20,008 inhabitants - are somewhat 
more Iikely to grow at all, although somewhat less likely to grow in large amounts. In general, though, 
these figures suggest similar overall patterns of growth in rural and urban areas. The fact that most 



enterprises operate in rural areas (see chapter 2) reminds us of the importance of including the rural clients 
in the target group of assistance programs. 

More dynamic MSEs are involved in more complex marketing patterns. 

As one moves across these tables from non-growing enterprises to tRose growing in small amounts 
to those that graduate, m e  of the changes that takes place in the enterprise concerns more complex ways 
of interacting with the market. In part, this has to do with the sources of inputs: are they gathered or made 
directly by the household, or are they purchased on a comercia1 basis from others? It also has to do with 
patterns of selling of the output: selling directly to friends and neighbors who are final consumers, or 
selling to other businesses, either traders or manufacturers, who either use the product as an input to their 
activities or sell it themselves to other buyers. 

A move towards more complex marketing patterns along eirher of these lines inwolves the mastery 
of a range of new skills. It often requires more sophisticated cash management; it also means being able 
to meet the requirements of more demanding and discriminating buyers, who are able to shop around 
among various alternative sources of suppIy. For ezierprises that are able to master these requirements, 
however, the more complex patterns have two distinct advantages. They enable the enterprise to 
specialize, focusing ody on those hmtions that it performs best, thereby contributing to increases in 
efficiency and income. Furthermore, these changes enable the business to move beyond relatively slowly- 
growing localized markets to larger and more dynamic markets for their products and services. For 
isolat-ed rural producers, such links make it possible to tie into more dynamic and more distant markets. 
These same market linkages can also provide important information to producers as to which products are 
most in demand and how they must be made if they are to meet the customers' requirements. 

Survey responses throw fight on the sip-ificance of these changes in marketing patterns (see 
Appendix, Table 9). In terms of our growth categories, the table suggests that while no-growth and d l -  
growth enterprises both sell overwhelrmingiy directly to individuaIs, a significant share of rhe graduates 
have moved to a pri;mary rdimce on traders for their markets, while a few were selling to other 
manufacturers. The table also makes clear that a movement beyond sales directly to individuals is 
associated with a higher share of the enterprises expanding their work force, as well as a higher average 
growth rate in employment. A much higher percentage of enterprises selling primarily to traders had 
grown; on average, they had grown quite rapidly. Of the smaller group selling primarily to other 
manufacturers, the percentage that had grown was not very different from those selling to individuals, but 
the average growth rate was more than twice as high. Clearly the movement to more complex marketing 
patterns - difficult as these changes can be for microenterprises to manage - has resulted in significantly 
higher performance in term of employment growth. 



Graduating MSEs appear to have mastered these more complex arrangements. As a r d t ,  they face 
fewer problem fmdigg markets for their products. 

Table 6.3 reflects she clear drop in the importance of markets as a principal constraint for the 
enterprises that have graduated. 

Capital a l s ~  appears to be a less widespread constraint for the enore dynamic MS&. 

The number of enterprises listing credit as their principal problem is substantidly smaller for those 
that have graduated, compared to those that have grown only littIe or not at all. Like the issue of markets, 
these entrepreneurs apparently have found ways of dealing with their credit needs, while other problems 
have come to the forefront: access to inputs, to utilities, to transport and to work space, with the latter 
categorized in Table 6.3 under the heading, "other problems. " 

The objectives for assistance programs as these relate to grzduating enterprises can be expressed 
in broad terms that are similar to those for small growers: 

a increasing the pace of growth, for hose that are engaged in such growth; and 

e opening this avenue to increasing numbers of entrepreneurs, particularly chose 
currently participating onIy to a limited degree. 

The range of skills that an entrepreneur requires to enable kim or her to manage these changes is 
complex. UnIike the simplicity of micro credit programs, that can provide significant benefits by offering 
one thing to large numbers of low-income people, efforts to assist entrepreneurs seekkg to grow more 
rapidly or to graduate must address a more complex set of needs. While the assistance needs become more 
diverse, the target group sf potential clients becomes smaller, exacerbating the problem of cost- 
effectiveness for assistance programs designed with this client group in mind. 

Table 6.3 indicates that working capital nee& are a concern even for graduating enterprises; but 
aese businesses generally require substantial1y more h d s  than are offered by micro credit schemes. That 
table as we11 as everything we know about these businesses and the cbxdlenges they face make dear that 
small amounts of credit alone will generally be quite inadequate to their needs. 

One possibIe way of responding to the need on the part of more complex enterprises for more 
multi-faceted assistance is to focus on particular suW01s.  Such a subsector specialization would enable 
assistance organizations to gain a deeper understanding of technological and management requirements as 
well as market structures and pcitentid market niches that could be filled by growing enterprises. 

Another strand of this search for costeffectiveness in the enccurzement of more complex growing 
enterprises involves working with and reinforcing the operations of the market. As enterprises grow 
in size and sophistication, an increasing share of their needs will be met on a commercial basis from other 
businesses specialid in acc~urrting or bookkeeping, training or marketing. Through a process of "buyer- 
mentoring," enterprises placing orders can be expected to take some responsibility for helping s~ppliers 



meet their requirements (see Grierscrn and Mead, 1995). Assismce programs must be designed to promote 
and encourage hese market-based relationships. As in the case of =lbsidized credit, providing such 
assistance on a fi-ee or heavily subsidized basis can be a serious hindrance to such developments.' 

A third aspect of cost-effective programs for more dynamic enterprises involves attention to the 
macroeconomy. For these enterprises seeking to grow more rapidly, the policy environment becomes 
increasingly bprtant. The government has a key role in establishing and eriorcing the d e s  of 
operation of the market: who car, participate, where they can operate, who has access to foreign exchange 
or to credit, or what happew if an enterprise does not fulfill a contract. The overall stability of the 
macroeconomic e~~vironme~it, as influenced by monetary policy and the fiscal balance of the government, 
the honesty with which procedures are folIowed and rules enforced, are all of crucial impomce in setting 
a context in which small enterprises can thrive and grow. Unpredictable and arbitrary administrattion of 
policy makes i c  extraordinarily difficuit to run a growing business, as does a high rate of inflation. 
Assistance programs operating in such circumstances face unusuaIly difficult challenges. 

A fourth aspect of cost-effective interventions is the recognition of the importance of human 
capital. Mazy of the enterprises that succeed in growing in substantial amounts are run by entrepreneurs 
who haye previously worked in &at line of business for others, thereby mastering at least some aspects of 
the business. There appears to be an interaction between general education and business skills: those best 
able to derive benefits from their experience are those with some education. These facts are significant 
in indicating the importance of providing both an appropriate educational system and opportunities for on- 
the-job training; they can also help target assistance to those entrepreneurs most likely to be able to take 
advantage of it. 

h is a major challenge to seek to provide such assistance in a cost-effective way. For a program 
to be cost-effective. it must fust of all be effective: it must respond to the true needs of the enterprise, 
providing red benefits to those it seeks to help. krthemore, it must provide that assistance in such a way 
that the benefits are commensurate with the costs of supplying them. Our discussion of approaches to the 
provision of such assistance is presented in the concluding chapter. 

Kilby's (1988) review of the Kenya Mustrial Esrates program provides the clearest statement of the dangers 
arising from a failure to heed this message. Kilby's amiysis places the justification for such interventions in rhe 
context of a desire to "break the entrepreneurial bottIeneck." Ke indicates that, in the face of Wted numbers of 
enterprises in the 10-50 worker rage  and limited "graduation" iato &is category by smaller enterprises, major 
programs in several commies in Afkica have attempred both to train potential entrepreneurs and to provide mechanisms 
whereby public sector institrzdom sodd supplemenr or even replace the limited capacities of private business people 
to mdemke various entrepreneurial M o m .  His careful review of the Kenya effort, which leads him to j~dge  it 
to be a failure for a long list of reasons, s h d d  be required reading for anyone considering the establishment of a 

t 
program of this type. 



S-Y AND WEICATIONS 

SUMMARY 

This study has pointed out a number of characteristics of micro and small enterprises and their 
growth patterns that have strong implications for the design of programs to support the development of 
MSEs. The key points emerghg from the preceding discussion include the following. 

I.  There is much churning in the universe of micro and srna!I enterprises. Many sew 
enterprises are started each year; but many others also cease operation. While new start 
rates vary by sector and location as well as over time, there is an underlying positive net 
stream of new businesses feeding the universe of MSEs. Not aU cIosures should be 
considered as failures, s h e  in some cases entrepreneurs close one business in order to 
move on to a preferable economic opportunity; but for many - particularly those that take 
place in the first few years of life of the enterprise (when closure rates are highest) - the 
closure does reflect thc: fact that the enterprise was losing monej, so the entrepreneur had 
no alternative but to cease operating the business. 

2. Among fiose enterprises ehat survive, most do not grow in term of empioyment. Of 
all new enterprises starting out at the very s d l  end of the size range, only zbout a quaner 
subsequently added to rheir work force. Of course many of the others may have gained 
in efficiency and taken other steps to increase the incomes of those they employ; but in 
terms of employment, an expansion in employment in the enterprise is the exception rather 
than the rule. 

3eyond this, amo~g the remaining quarter that do expand their work force after start-up, 
most grow olaly in small amounts, adding oniy a few additional workers. The process of 
graduation whereby enterprises start out very small and subsequently move inzo the upper 
end of rhe small enterprise range is a transition managed by only about one percent of 
those that start out very small. 

3. Employment opportunities in MS% come into being in two merent ways: as new 
businesses are started, and through the expansion of existing enterprises. The 
~ c t i o n  between these two is imprtm since there is reason to believe that jobs arising 
from an expansion of existing enterprises are more Iikely to reflect an entrepreneur's 
response to a business opportunity: more workers are taken on only when a market 
opportunity has been identified, based at least in part on tbe experience of the enterprise. 
While some new start-ups are clearly similar in orientation, a larger percentage of the new 
starts reflect the push of people who must h d  a y  source of income to keep themseIves 
alive, rather tIaan the pull of identified and profitable business opportunities. 



Over the long haul, most MSE jobs come into existence through new starts: about three 
quarters of existing job openings in MSEs came into being in this way, with the remainder 
resulting from the expansion of existing enterprises. Over shorter periods, the balance 
between these two sources of MSE employment can varj subsmtia.lly. One of the 
strongest imhences appears to be the state of the macroeconomy: when the economy as 
a whole is growing well, many MSEs are adding to their work force, while the pressure 
to start new businesses slackens. Wen the economy itself is growing more slowly, the 
opposite forces are w work: many existing smal enterprises are stable in size or perhaps 
even contracting; but a shortage of viable options increases the pressures on people to start 
new businesses, even if these generate only minimal return. 

4. Merent types of micro and small enterpies face different !kin& of constraints. This 
is not a world where one type of assistance can effectively meer the needs of all different 
types of enterprises. Our discussion focused on four different categories: 

e newly-established eaterprises, where the entrepreneur needs to anaster a whole 
range of new skills and where a principal objective in the short run may be simply 
the survival of the business; 

established enterprises that are not growing, the majority of existing small 
businesses. A central goal here might be to W e  possible an increase in income 
for the entrepreneur and any associated workers. 

e&abWed entwprks that are growing, but ody slowly. These enterprises are 
more commercial in their orientation than the non-growers; it may be more 
fearible to provide them with support that will enable them to grow more rapidly 
W o r  to increase their efficiency. 

established enterprises that have graduated to the upper end of the small 
enterprise scale. These are rhe success stories of the MSE world. Support for 
them will require more sophisticated interventions tailored to their circumstances 
and needs. 

5.  These different types of micro and maall enterprises have very dii'%?rwnt contributior~ 
60 make to ~e d ~ d  objectives of poverty alleviation and growth. NG~-growing 
enterprises are a vehicle through which large numbers of people seek to address problems 
of poverty. Programs aimed at this target group can increase h e  I'k~l&~od hat such 
enterprises can survive; they can also help those so engaged to earn somewhat higher 
levels of incorn. Assistance focused on enterprises that have zddd to their labor force, 
by contrast, make their major csntributi~nt in the area of growth: not only increases in 
employment, but also in terms of more substantial bcrezses in productivity and income. 
Both gods are justi$Iab!e and significant. Which of the two one chooses to emphasize has 
an important impact on the type of enterprise to which one should pay most attention. This 
in turn has important impIicatiom with regard to types of asimance programs that are most 
appropriate, since different categories of enterprises face different constraints and therefore 
have different needs. 



6. The majority of MSEs are owned and operated by women; but enterprises with 
women as owners are often quite different from those owned by men. In general, 
enterprises owned by women are smaller; are more likely to be in ~ ~ a d i n g  rather than in 
manufacturing; and are less likely to grow h n  those with male ouqrcrs. Special efforts 
will be needed if worrten-owned businesses are to participate fully in the more dynamic 
aspects of MSE development. 

Different PVO and NGQs have different goals and objectives in their work witkt micro and small 
enterprises, as do different donors. These goals can differ substantially: in the degree to which they f o c ~ s  
on poverty aIieviation (as opposed to growth), the degree of targeting towards particular groups (e.g. 
women, the rural population, people in certain localities), or their faith in the reliability of market 
relationships or beliefs concerning the need to circumvent the Iimitatiom of the market. 

The information presented in this paper helps clarify the characteristi~~s of different types of 
microenterprises, to enable responsible officials to concentrate on types of emerprises that correspond most 
closely with their objectives. 

Surviving enterprises that have not grown are an appropriate target group for PVQs or 
donors with a particular focus on poverty deviaaon. 

Enterprises that have expanded since start-up - a d  ~ c ~ y  these that have "graduated" - 
are more appropriate to thuse with a growth ~QCUS. 

These are not hard-and-fast separations into water-tight compartments. Some enterprises have 
expanded in terms of income and investment, even though their employment has not grown; they clearly 
can contn%ute to a growth objective. Conversely, some enterprises have added only unpaid family 
members to their work force, and continue to make their principal contribution in the area of poverty 
alleviation. In broad outlines, however, this separation captures the principal contributicn of each category 
of enterprise. 

Individual ?VO/NW also Fave particular approaches, including particular packages of assistance 
'hat they offer. Some provide credit, while others focus on technology, hkkeeping, marketing, or any 
of a range of other types of interventions. Some offer more than one of these types of assistance, while 
others specialize by doing only one. 

A PVO that offers ody credit would generally not be interested in a recommendation that it stop 
offering credit and switch to management training, A more relevant question for such organization 
might be whether it should add an additional function, such as management mbi~g ,  to supplement a credit 
program ("they can't make use of our credit unless we also g$ve them advice on how to use it"); or whether 
an institution offering multiple types of assistance should drop one or more of these, or should set up 
management procedures to keep each activify separate so they can be separately administered and costed. 
A related question might be: suppose one institution feels hat its target group of MSE clients requires both 
credit and management training, while it offers only tbe latter; can the organiziition furd a working 



partnership with another institu5ion that offers the credit, so heir separate activities are coordinated and 
mutualiy reinforcing? 

In a sense, &ese are a ~ t r a t i v e / s t r u c ~ a l ,  "second tier" questions that have to do with dleziveq 
procedures for supplying iwsiskmce. But there is a prior set of "first tier" q-acstiorzs: what types of 
asistance do different g o u p  of microenterprises need? Is it "enough" to ps~vide entrepreneurs with 
one type of assiitmce (e.g. micro credit), all by itself, or would providing ti-YO types of assistance in a 
coordinated way be more effective? The principal objective of this paper is to summarize what we 
currently how about this question. As suggested in the previous discussion, an important part of the 
response must be based on a disaggregation of the MSE universe. 

?dXW STARTS 

The fist category of MSEs ide&ed in our earlier discussion was that of new starts. There are 
numerous programs all over the developing world that provide advice, training and small amounts of credit 
to very low-income people, to help them get started in business. 

In view of the existing high enterprise birth rates, the high attrition rates in early years of an 
enterprise's life, a d  the multiple needs of tlrese new businesses, we find this a particularly problematic 
group for assistance programs. For hose who wish to offer support to clients in this category, our 
discussion suggested two approaches: 

I. concentrate on p m ~ ~  experice for those cumidring setting up a new bt~,*izess, 
before they start out on their own, by developkg internships or on-be-job mining 
programs; and 

*. 
11. to the extent that one does seek to assist m w  start-ups, b d d  on e x M q  experience, both 

in terms of any training offered and in terms of the selection of particular enterprises to 
support. 

The problematic nature of programs for the promotion of new businesses has meant that many - .  project a-om and funding agencies have decided to stay away from new starts, concentrating 
only on enterprises that have managed to overcome their original teething problems by surviving in 
business for at least the first year that the business is in operation. In general, we find this approach to be 
justified. 

gbis is the largest group of micro and small enterprises. While some of these enterprises generate 
substantial returns, most are essentially survival activities. As such, they are a particularly appropriate 
target group for those donors and assistance organizations with a primary focus on +poverty alleviation. 



For non-growing enterprises, misro credit p r e g c ~ : ~ ~ ~  prrlvide important help, particularly in 
raising incomes by seducing costs. 

There is an import;zat zategokry of KSEs ;1"ij! -a:: 5t klged immensely if they can gain access to 
small amounts of credit, pro~ided withciut o!ht::r i : ~ % ~ : p ~ : n n  support, in ways that are easily 
accessible, on reasonable terms. This is &I? ~LI~CEOW "-. . oOf entt;t.:"~~&e that has survived their early teething 
problems a d  whose main objective is not primarily t.c e:xpaxi by ':iring additional workers but to provide 
greater hcome for participthg family members. Sms t! asnorexs of credit can help this group in important 
ways, primarily by reducing their costs and by enablinl;r I 3ern ,t:=. p:irc!iase lnptts in larger quantities. For 
this group of enterprises - and they constitute well over lxhrl?' ~f a!l cxisrjng MS"tis - small amounts of credit 
can be of tremendous help, even without any other Lyge cf  assisxmce. 

While such micro credit programs are bigbly desirabje, it is imp:%mE: Po recsgnizt. their limitations. 
They do not respond to what m y  entrepreneurs d&h as their most seSiom3 prob1eW: expanding 
markets, and improved access to inputs. 

Survey results in several countries strongly suggest that, evel? for his ?arge ca:.e$an: af MSEs 
(those that have been in existence for some time and that have not ~rown?? micr;? c~edit progrm:s ~ $ 2  no+ 
respond to the most serious pr~bterns the entrepreneurs say they face. As t ep~~e i f  ;n C&$ie 4.2, accc.: ro 
credit ranks e d ,  behind problem of markets and availability of inputs as their most pc~ssing probier;-5. 
They report that their most serious problem is one of markets: if they produced xsre, they woidd Irav~ a 
hard t i e  fmding someone to buy it. Credit programs can help such people raise i~cornas, ty-e:;r if they 
are not able to increase their sales, and &a! can be very useful. But there are severe limi~3.tio~ ts FCY fsr 
such programs can carry the enterprise, unless one can also help them address the other constrsisris, 
t e r n  of their ability to selI more, and to betrer access to required inputs. 

The central appeal of micro credit pragrams is not that they address the most serious problem of 
their diem; rather it is that they clearly do fLeIp, and that we know how to offer that type of assistance to 
large numbers of clients in cost-effective ways. A major challenge 4s to fmd cost-effective ways of 
addrzsshg oher, even more urgent problem facing that same group of enterprises, relating to markets and 
supplies of inputs. 

me most effective programs for deaiirmg with non-credit needs of non-growbig enterprises may be 
irxiirect OGW. 

These entrepreneurs are frequently quite unsophisticated and widely dispersed. Training programs 
designed to upgrade their management skills have generally proven to provide only ILxired benefits while 
operating at high costs. Effective programs to address the non-credit needs of this group must operate 
prhariIy at a systems level: changing policies &at affect large numbers of small producers, working 
indirectly +&-ough the supply of raw materials or other inputs, or establishing better marketing systems 
(perhaps through tbe activities of private trzders), to enable dispersed small producers to link up with more 
dynamic segments of the market. 



GROWING BUSINESSES 

In order to grow in terms of employment, productivity and income, an enterprise must submit itself 
increasingly to the discipline of the market, in anticipation of the benefits that a closer alignment wi& the 
mrket can bring. This will necessitate a growing understanding of the market's requirements in terms of 
product types, quality, timeliness and price. It also requires expanding knowledge about and mastery of 
improved production technologies, and a variety of associated management skills. The corresponding 
benefits include an opportunity to specialize and ta I h k  the enterprise's fortunes with more rapidly growing 
segments of the market. 

None of this is easy. Nor should a recognition of the complexity of the task facing aspiring 
entrepreneurs be taken as implying that assistance programs should attempt to provide tra&g and 
assistance in all these areas, either to teach entrepreneurs to perform these functions or to perform them 
on their behalf. This older model of enterprise development has been tried in the past ana found to be 
severely wanting (see Kilby, 1958). 

Our analysi leads us to suggest a substantidly less ambitious program r h t  we think: it has a better 
chance of providing cost-effective support for growing enterprises, wheher these are seeking only- to grow 
in srr i  mounts or to graduate to substantially larger size. Our suggestions are at thee levels: 

0 At an economy-wide level: 

The macroeconomic context is particulariy crucial to the expansion of productive 
microenierprks. 

The most dynm..ic periods of enterprise expansion are those when prices are stable and 
when th: overall economy is growing. Partic~ilarty for rural ares ,  a dynamic agriculture 
contrib~ites in kz)portant ways to *e expansion of productive employment among rural 
micro a,ud small ::nterprises (which, in most countries, constitute the majority of MSEs). 
Conve::xly, when the overall econcrmy is distorted, heavily regulated or stagnant, 
relatively iittl!: expansion takes place among MSEs, 

N&oa EI policies can contribute in imporhat ways to human capital formation. 

Aza cW:cr!..ae public education system that incorporates a respect for entrepreneurship, 
&o~ig w a pzblic recognition and validatior? of apprenticeship and on-the-job training 
programs, czx have an important contribution to make to the supply of potential 
entreprer curs. 

The rqghtory environment nee& to avoSd dhcrinaina~g against MSG in term of 
access to imports as well as to domestic raw materials. 

Growing enterprises must b v e  equitable access to the inputs required for their production 
needs. Government reguIations anci marketing controls have frequently been used to 
chamel available supplies to the public sector or to larger private fms, leaving MSEs 
severely disadvantaged. 



ii) At a sectoral 'level: 

Focusing asktance on particular subsectors can raise the effectiveness of support to 
growing enterprises. 

Selecting particular subsectors for attention can enable hose providing assistance to 
specialize, gairhg familiarity with problems and opportunities. This can mean an 
identification of opportunities for product development based on a better understanding of 
rnarket niches and market structures. It can also lead to more specialized knowledge about 
techno!ogicd a d  rnamgernent problems and their solutions. 

Much of the effort in the promotion of growing enterprises should be aimed at 
developing commerckd, market-based Wages between independent enterprises. 

Many types of enterprise competence can be purchased in the market; this should be 
encouraged and facilitated, not stifled and under-cut through subsidized provision of the 
same services. In the same vein, vertical commercial linkages between independent 
enterprises can enable small enterprises to specialize in those hnctions that &ey do best. 
Effective assistance programs can conmbute to the spread of such market-based linkages. 

iii) At an individual enterprise level: 

To ihe extent that assbtance is provided &edy to individual enterprises, this should 
be focused and short-term, of a problem-solving nature. 

There is often a tendency to think in terms of long-term relationships providing training 
and advice over several months or even years. Such programs can be very expensive, and 
often produce only limited results, and frequently involve problems of long-rerm 
dpendence on the assistance. Cost-effwtive programs are more likely to be built around 
providing specific answers to specific questions, with a short turn-around. 

A major part of such assistance should involve referrals: to commercial agencies able 
to provide the assistance for a fee, or to existing institutes or organhaitions able to 
provide ssktance. 

Most countries already have an array of technology institutes, irilming programs, and 
commercial organizations, often operating well below capacity, that are willing and indeed 
eager to participate in a network seeking to respond to particular problems of growing 
businesses. Even if these have sometimes been less effective than one would hope, the 
best strategy is generally one of strengthening existing structures through informed 
referrals rather than rebuilding the whole through a new assistmce program. 

Some countries have sought to deal with this direct provision of advice and assistance to 
growing small businesses thror;gh non-commercial mentoring relationships between large 
and small businesses. While such arrangements clearly have a contribution to make, we 



would place more emphasis on relationships that have a cammercial basis, so the buyer 
hss a direct interest i~ eezlsuring that the supplier performs as a reliable partner. 

mere is no one right way to do microenterprise development. There are lots of wrong ways: in 
providing assistance hag does not really help, or in providing help that is useful. but is very expensive, that 
therefore cannot be generalized and that get in the way of developments that would otherwise help more 
people. The main message of this paper may be a recognition of ccmplexity and diversity. There are 
different types of enterprises that have different valid a d  important contributions to make to the 
develcprnent process, that face different needs and can be helped in different ways. The design of effective 
programs must be built on an understanding of that complexiry. It is hoped that this paper can contribute 
ta that understanding. 
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Five principal types of surveys have be used to generate the dynamic information for our studies: 

0 Modified baseline surveys, covering large numbers of small enterprises and asking 
retrospective information about employment at the start-up as well as the date of 
establishment of the enterprise. When combined with information on levels of 
employment "today" (as of the date of the survey), these surveys make it possible to 
examine average rates of employment growth over the life of the individual enterprise. 

ii) Closed enterprise surveys, in which individuals in sample households are asked 
retrospective questions about whether they previously operated a small enterprise that has 
now ceased operating. If so, information is collected about start-ilp and closure sizes and 
dates, reasons for closure and what the person has done since. 

iii) Retrospective bore-hole surveys, where entrepreneurs are asked to "tell the story (or 
hisrory) of their enterprise." Generally, these retrospective studies have focused on 
enterprises in particular subsectors. 

iv) Tracer studies, that start with a list of enterprises that had been identified at a certain point 
in the past to see what has happened to them (or to their owners) since they were first 
studied. 

v) Panel or prospective surveys, where individual MSEs or all IMSE in particular locations 
are resurveyed after specified time intervals. 

The surveys that have contributed to this new understanding are listed in table I beIow. All of 
these except the survey in Guinea were funded by USAID. Detailed sources are provided in the notes to 
the table. 

As the table indicates, the baseline surveys have reached a large number of small enterprises in 
twelve countries. In the first six countries listed in table 1.1, the baseline questionnaire was administered 
to 28,000 respondents. Much of our subsequent anaIysis focuses on those six. We refer to them as core 
countries; they provide us with the richest body of data about small enterprise dynamics. Other countries 
on the supplementary list include three where the modified baseline survey was administered, but only in 
certain localities (Guinea, South Africa) or to a smaller sample of respondents nationwide (Lesotho); and 
three others where other types of dynamic  orm mar ion are available (Niger, Nigeria and Jamaica). Adding 
all these countries with some type of dynamic survey information, we reach a total of nearly 65,000 
respomes in twelve countries. This is a very large sample indeed! 

11 is obvious that the achievement of such wide coverage has involved impcrmt trade-offs, 
severely limiting the type of information it was possible to collect. There are a great many questions abut 
which all of us wouId like to b o w  more; but the colllection of such information was seen as nat feasible 
in fast-moving, one-shot questionnaires using enumerators who ofien had only limited understanding of the 



topics bekg examined. Efforts are currently under way to push out these frontiers, particularly to provide 
a lberter linderstanding of patterns of income earned in different types of micro and small enterprises. 



TABLE 1 
MICRO AND SMALL ENTERPRISE SURVEYS 
WITH SIGNIFICANT DYNAMIC DIMENSIONS: 

NUMBERS OF RESPONDENTS COVERED BY SURVEYS 

Sources: Botswana: Daniels and Fisseha, 1992. Kenya: Parker with Torres. 199% Parker, 1995 [for retrospective); Danids, 
~ e a d ,  and Musinga, 1995 (for repeat bsselins). Malawi: Daniels and Ngwlra, 1992. Swaziland: Fisseha and McPherson. 
7991. Zimbabwe: McPherson, 1991, and (for repeat survey) Daniels, 1994; Mead and Kusrjeku, 1993, for retrospective 
smsvey. Dominican Republic: Cabal, 1942 and 1993. Guinea: Wierda, 1993; thk study was spons~red and funded by the 
Christian Reformed World Reiief Commaee. Jamaica: Fisseha, 1994 (far tracer); Gustafson and Lisdholm, A995 (hr panel). 
Lesotho: F~seha, 1991. Niger. Fisseha. 1990. Nigeria: Kilby, 199. South Africa: Liedholm and McBhenon, 1991. 

Notes: For all surveys in part A of the table, the baseline questionnaire included irrtormation about starting year and 
employment at start-up. This was also true for the surveys in the Dominican Repubiic. Guinea and South Africa. The 
surveys ~n Guinea, Niger and South Africa covered onty selected regions or locations, while the surveys in the Dominican 
Republic and Lesotho were nation-wide. h Lesotho, dynamic questions were asked only in the supplementary questionnaire 
(numbers shown in parentheses). The retrospective investigation in Kenya was limited to woodworking and footwear 
enterprises; that in Zimbabwe fvcltsed on leather and footwear, garments, and metal products. 



TABLE 2 
PERCENTAGES OF NEW STARTS - BY INITIAL SIZE 

Sources: computed from individual counw survey data 



TABLE 3 
REASONS FOR CLOSURE OF MiCRO AND SMALL ENTERPRISES 

(in percent of enterprises) 

Source: Suruey data 
m e :  average is uuluveighted 

TABLE 4 
AGE DISTR1BUTIQM OF CLOSED ENTERPRISES 



TABLE 5 
AVERAGE ANNUAL G R O W H  WTE - BY GENDER OF ENTREPRENEUR 

(Percentage) 

Source: Survey data 





TABLE 7 
CHARACTERISTICS OF MICROENTERPRISES: 

CONTRIBUTION TO SELF-CONFIDENCE AND EMPOWERMENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL 

Personal and other 

Source: Suwey data 



TABLE 8 
CREDIT AND TWINING RECEIVED 

GU wish to receive? 

Notes: sections i and iii refers to Botswana, Malawi, Swaziland and Zimbabwe. Section ii is for all five African core 
countries. Section iv is from Botswana, Kenya and Malawi. 

Source: Survey data 



TABLE 9 
GROWTH PATTERNS AND MARKETING ARRANGEMENTS 

FOR MfCROENTERPRtSES 

Note: these data are based an surveys ~n Malawi, Swaziland and Zimbabwe. 

Source: Survey data 
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7026-00: A Final Evaluation. " Catherine Neill, Mario Davalos. Washington Kiiru, M. Manundu, and 
Jennefer Sebstad. GEMINI Technical Report No. 77. September 1994. S 17.60 

78. "S~-EI'IIW- Report on h e  Polish Del~gation's Tour of Small Business Assistance Organizations in 
the United Stales. " Adam P. Saffer. GEMINI Technical Report No. 78. September 1994. S5.00 

79. "Mongolian Chamber of Commerce and Industry Smdy Tour: U.S. Business Associations and 
Services. " Tom Gray. GEMINI Technical Report No. 79. September 1994. $4.60 

80. "Morocco Microenterprise Finance Concept Paper." Jim Kern, Em& Salou, Housni EI Ghazi, 
and Marrhew Gamser. GEMINI Tech~ical Report No. 80. March 1995. $8.00. [not for genera! 
distribution] 

*81. "The USAID Microenrerprise Initiative in Sri Zanica. " David A. Lucock, Wesley J. Weidemann, 
J. Charitha Ranvatte, and Mah'mda Gunasekzra. GEMINI Technical Repon No. 81. April 1995. $9.60 

*82. "Stimulating the Growth arid Developaent af Small and Medium Sue Enterprises though 
Financial Sector Policy Reform." Malcolm Toland, Adam P. Saffer, and Bruce Heatly. GEMINI 
Technical Report No. 82. March 1995. $10.20 

83. "Review of the Covelo Foundation in Honduras x~ci the Organizations it Supports." Robin Bell 
and Bruce Neatley . GEMINI Technical Report No. 83. March 2995, $7.60 Also available in  spar^&^. 

84. "Proposed Small and Microenrerprlse Program Activities for USMD in Hungary: the 
GEOWGETTE Project." Neal Nathanson. GEMINI Techical Report No. 84. August 1995. $7.60 

85. "Zimbabwe: Financial Sector Assessment. " Robin R. Bell, Team Leader, Geoffrey Peiers, md 
Mehlo Ndiv; : r 2 .  GEMINI Technical Report No. 85. August 1995. $5.30 

86. "hlembership Sunley of Doainica Cooperative Credit Union League. " Olaf Kula and Melissa 
hcch .  GEMINI Technical Report No. 86. Augusz 1995. $6.20 

*87. "13e Art of Lobbying in Poland." Daniel R. Mastromarco, Adzm P. Saffer, and MirosIaw 
Zielinski, GEMINI Technical Report No. 87. September 1995. $10.80 

*88. "Lessons Learned from Small and Medium Size Enterprise-Re!ar=: Regional Development 
Programs in Poland. " Adam P. Saffer, Malcolm Toiand, and Daniel V?q -.PT GETINI Tecbcal Repori 
No. 88. September 1995. $4.40 

*89. "Panem of Change among Jamaican Microenterprises: Results fiom a Quarterly Panel Survey 
193-  1994. '" Todd Gwbfson and Carl Liedholm. GEMINI Technicid Report No. 89. July 1995. $5 -80 



"FUNBDEH: Assessment for USAID/Honduras of the Prospects for Xrsriturional Transformation. " 
Rodrigo Lopez. GEMINI Technical Report No. 90. September 1995. S4.80 

"91. "Uganda Private Enterprise Support, Training, and OrganizarionaI Development (PilESTO) 
Project, Project Concept Paper." Olaf Kula. Peter Ondeng, Peter Robinson, and Ann Ritchie. GEMINI 
Tecmical Report No. 91. September 1995. N.70 

*92. "Employment and Income in Micro and SmaH Enterprises in Kenya: Results of a 1995 Survey. " 
Lisa Daniels, Donald C. Mead, and Muli Musinga. GEMlNI Technical Report No. 90. September 

1995. $12.40 

Techruid Notes: 

Financial Assistance id- Microenterprise Section: 

*i. Series Notebook: "TooIs f ~ r  Microenterprise Programs" (a three-ring binder, 1 and 1/2 inches 
in diameter, for osganizii~g technical notes and training materials) and "Methods for Managing 
Delinquency" by Katherine Steam. April 1991. $7.50. AIso available in Spanish and in French. 

"Interest Rates arid Self-sufficiency. " Katherine Steams. December 199 1. $6 SO. Also availabIe 
in Spanish and in French. 

"Financial Services for Women." C. Jean Weidemam. March 5992. $5.00. Also available in 
Spanish and in French. 

*4. "Designing for Financial Viability of Microenterprise Programs. " Charles Waterfield. March 
1993. $10.00 with diskette. Also avaiIable ia Spanish and in French. 

5 .  "Monetary Incentive Schemes for Staff." Katherine Steam, ACCLON Iizemr?ti~nal. April 1993. 
53-80. Also available in Spanish and in French. 

"Fundamentals of Accounting for Microcredit Programs. " Margaret Bzrtel, Michael 3. McCord, 
and Robin R. Bell. December 1994. 56.30 

"Fimncial Management Ratios I: Analyzing Profitability ia Microcredit Programs. " Margrtrer 
Barre! Michael J. McCorO, and Robin R. Bel. February 1995. $5.90 

"Financial Ma~agement Ratios ;TI[: Analyzing for Quality and Sou~~dness in Microcredit 
P i ~ g m s .  " Margaret Banel, Michael J. McCord, and Robin R. Bell. February 1995. $6.30 

N o f l e d  Asistmce to Microenterprise M o n :  

"A Field Mmud for Subsector Practitioners. " Steven J. Haggblade and Matthew Gamser, 
November 199 1. $4-65. Also available in Spanish and in French. 

"Facilitator's Chide for Traitling in Subsector Analysis. " Marshall A. Bear, Cathy Gibbons, 
Steven 3. HaggbIade, aard Nick Ritchie. Deeember f 992. $35.00. AIso available in Spanish and in 

"3. "Edanagernent. Wormtion Systems for Microenterprise Development Programs. " Mark King and 
Charles Waterfield. January 1995. $6.50. 



Reld Research Section: 

*1. "A Manual for Conducting Baseline Surveys of Micro- and Small-scale Enterprises." Michael A. 
McPherson and Joan C. Parker. February 1993. $13.60. Also available in Spanish and in French. 

*l. "GEMINI in a Nutshell: Abstracts of Selected Wolicatiom." Compiled by Eugenia Carey and 
Michael McCord. Special Publication No. 1. 1993. $10.00 

"2. "GEMINI in a Nutshell II: Abstracts of Selected Publications." Compiled by Eugenia Carey and 
Linda Rotblatt. Special Publica~ion No. 2. 1995. $14.60 

Copies of publications available for circulation can be obtained from PACT Publications, 777 U~ited 
Nations Plaza, Sixth Floor, New York, NY, 10017, U.S.A. 


